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This dissertation includes a general introduaion and literature review followed by 
two manuscripts. The first manuscript presents data from cytogenetic methods used to 
identify chromosomes involved in translocations in six soybean translocation homozygotes. 
The second manuscript presents linkage relationships between soybean translocation 
breakpoints and mutants of classical genetic linkage groups 6 and 8. A general conclusions 
section follows the manuscripts. An appendix of data supplementary to the second 
manuscript, "Linkage relationships between soybean translocation breakpoints and loci of 
classical genetic linkage groups 6 and 8", follows the general conclusions. References cited 
in the general introduction are listed in the general references section. 
Background 
The availability of comprehensive genetic linkage maps is of considerable advantage 
to plant breeders and geneticists. They reveal linkage relationships of marker genes, and 
genetic maps are important in cultivar development programs. They serve as useful screening 
aids, and also are helpful in gene function and cloning studies. In mapping studies, the initial 
step is defining linkage groups, determining gene order, and then assigning these linkage 
groups to chromosomes. To accomplish these tasks, information gathered from segregating 
populations/families are analyzed. Such information may be obtained from testcrosses, 
backcrosses, F2s, and later generations of marker (two or multiple) genetic stocks. 
Translocations, inversions, and aneuploids may also be used in generating populations for 
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Study, and are particularly useful in the identification of linkage groups, the association of 
new mutants to specific chromosomes, and the construaion of new karyotypes. 
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] is an autogamous crop species that has 20 
chromosome pairs. In genetic studies of soybean, linkage tests are conducted between 
characters in genetic marker stocks, and information from such studies is used to establish 
linkage groups. Most invariably, the number of established linkage groups are expected to 
correspond to the number of chromosome pairs. Hence 20 linkage groups are expected in 
soybean. To date 29 classical linkage groups (Grant et al. 1996), and 23-33 molecular linkage 
groups (Lee et al. 1996; Mian et al. 1996; Chang et al. 1997; Concibido et al. 1997) have 
been reported. Earlier studies have, in general looked at linkage relationships between two 
characters at a time. Ten of the 29 classical soybean linkage groups consist of two markers. 
Although usefijl in the establishment of linkage groups, the possibility exists, that since two 
markers were studied at a time, certain linkage groups identified earlier as different may 
actually be the same. For example, it is thought that classical linkage groups 6 and 8 may not 
be different. Studying linkage relationships among muhiple markers at a time is one way of 
eliminating this problem. Other methods available include the use of translocations, 
trisomies, deletions, and inversions. Trisomies, translocations, and inversions do not usually 
influence the expression of other genetic markers and are therefore considered superior to the 
use of genetic markers alone. 
The identification of isozyme loci is expanding the number of markers in some of the 
classical soybean linkage groups. However, progress in the construction of a genetic map for 
soybean is relatively slow as compared to crops such as Zea mays L. (maize), Lycopersicon 
escukntum L. (tomato), Hordeum vidgare L. (barley), and Phaseolus vidgare L. (beans). 
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Reasons for the slow progress include: (i) difficuhies in obtaining large numbers of cross-
pollinated seed, (ii) numerous small chromosomes that are difficult to distinguish 
morphologically, (iii) conventional marker mutant alleles usually are found alone in mutant 
lines making it difficult to obtain populations segregating for a large number of markers, and 
(iv) muhiple marker genetic stocks may not be as vigorous as stocks with only two markers, 
and pollination success and viability may be reduced. 
Two known gene loci, Df2 and Yll, define classical linkage group 6. Classical 
linkage group 8 is defined by seven known gene loci; Adhl, MsL Ms6, So, I'VI, fVm, and 
Y23, and is assigned to the nucleolus-organizing chromosome (Sadanaga and Grindeland, 
1984). The pubescence color locus, 7', belongs to classical linkage group I. Phenotypic 
descriptions of the T gene, and genes of linkage groups 6 and 8 are presented in Table 1. 
Origin of translocations 
Both naturally occurring and induced translocations exist in various plant species 
including maize, garden pea, barley, rice (Bumham, 1956), and common bean (Bassett and 
Hung, 1982). Some of the ways by which translocations arise are listed below. 
1) Spontaneous association of heterochromatic regions (Kostoff, 1938). 
2) Crossing over between duplicated segments in nonhomologous chromosomes (Muntzing, 
1934). 
3) Breakage and reunion as interlocked bivalent«J separate at the first division of meiosis 
(Sax and Anderson, 1933). 
4) Breakage resulting fi^om chemicals, x-ray irradiation; for example of maize pollen 
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Table 1. Phenotypic description of alleles of classical linkage groups 1, 6, and 8 of soybean. 
Gene Linkage group Phenotype Reference 
T 1 Tawny pubescence Piper and Morse (1910), 
t 1 Gray pubescence Woodworth (1921) 
Df2 6 Normal Porter and Weiss (1948), symbol by Byth 
and Weber (1969) 
df2 6 Dwarf 
Yll 6 Normal (heterozygote Weber and Weiss (1959) 
has greenish yellow 
leaves) 
yll 6 Lethal yellow 
AdhI 8 ADH band 1 present Gorman and Kiang (1978), Kiang and 
Gorman (1983) 
adhi 8 ADH band I absent 
Msl 8 Fertile Brim and Young (1971), Boerma and 
msl 8 Male sterile Cooper (1978), Palmer et al. (1978) 
Ms6 8 Fertile Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
ms6 8 Male sterile 
St5 8 Fertile Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
sl5 8 Desynaptic sterile 
Wl 8 Purple flower Takahashi and Fukuyama (1919), 
Woodworth (1923) 
wl 8 White flower 
Wm 8 Purple flower Buzzell et al. (1977) 
wm 8 Magenta flower 
Y23 8 Normal Palmer et al. (1990) 
y23 8 Leaves yellowish-
white and necrotic 
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(Stadler, 1930, 1931); maize seed (Anderson, 1935, 1936), thermal neutron treatment of 
pollen or seed (Schmidt and Frolik, 1951), neutron irradiation of soybean seeds (Sadanaga 
and Grindeland, 1979), or UV-light treatment of tomato pollen (Barton, 1954). 
Types of translocations 
In both plant and animal species, chromosomes tend to break naturally or in response 
to chemical or irradiation treatments. Breaks may occur anywhere along the chromosome 
though not at random as reported in maize (McCIintock, 1950, 1951), and breaks tend to be 
more frequent in centromeric and heterochromatic regions as in Drosophila (Muller, 1954). 
Breaks may be single, double, or triple. When double, breaks may occur in the same 
chromosome arm, or one in each arm. The broken pieces may reunite, or unit with 
nonhomologous segments, or be lost during cell division. 
A translocation results when a segment of one chromosome is transferred to, and 
unites with, a nonhomologous chromosome. Due to various rearrangements between 
nonhomologous chromosomes, four types of translocations have been described in the 
literature; as simple, reciprocal (also known as chromosomal interchange), insertional, and 
Robertsonian (Wahrman et al. 1969). 
1) In a simple translocation a single break (vertical arrow) occurs in one chromosome (a) 





2) In a reciprocal translocation (interchange) a single break (vertical arrows) occurs in two 
nonhomologous chromosomes (a), and the broken segments are exchanged (b). 
a) M ^ — ti) n 
n ^  ' 
3) In an insertional translocation three breaks (vertical arrows) occur (two in one 
chromosome, and one in a nonhomologous chromosome) (a). A segment from the one with 
two breaks is inserted into the nonhomologous chromosome (b). 
n ^ 
i i ^ Q a 
4) In a Robertsonian translocation either a single chromosome splits (vertical arrows) to 
form an acrocentric or telocentric chromosome and a fragment, or two nonhomologous 
acrocentric (a) or telocentric chromosomes fuse to form a single chromosome (b) 
a) 1 b) 
n — o o:::::::::::::: 
^ 
Simple translocations are rare or absent and this is attributable to the fact that 
chromosome ends (stable telomeres) are nonfusible (Stadler, 1932). Insertional and 
Robertsonian translocations have been reported, though not as frequently as the reciprocal 
types (Bumham, 1956). 
The first observation of a reciprocal translocation in plants was by Belling (1914) in 
Stizolobium deeringianum Bort. (Florida velvet bean). He used the term semisterility to 
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describe the phenomenon of an approximate I; I ratio of sterile to fertile gamete production 
in plants that were heterozygous for a translocation. Fertile plants bred true over generations, 
whereas progeny from self-fertilization of semisterile plants segregated 1 fertile; I sterile. 
This breeding behavior was explained as being the result of "segmental interchange between 
nonhomologous chromosomes" (Belling, 1925). McClintock (1930) reported a ring of four 
chromosomes in maize, the first cytological confirmation of a reciprocal translocation in 
plants. 
In animals. Bridges (1923) was the first to genetically recognize a translocation in 
Drosophila while studying the phenotypic expression of genes on chromosomes 2 and 3. 
Through linkage analysis. Bridges showed that genes from a deficiency in chromosome 2 
were translocated to chromosome 3. Stem (1926) was the first to report (through cytological 
observations) a naturally occurring chromosomal translocation in Drosophila, while Muller 
(1929) was the first to report an induced translocation from x-ray treatment in Drosophila. 
Translocations are useflil in cytological and genetic studies; 1) to characterize 
chromosomes, 2) to verify linkage groups, 3) to map genes, 4) to generate aneuploids, 5) to 
generate duplicate-deficient gametes, 6) to duplicate internal segments of chromosomes, and 
7) to study chromosome pairing and segregation relationships (Bumham, 1956). Complete 
tester sets have been developed in maize (Bumham, 1954), barley (Burnham et al., 1954), 
Secale cereale L. (rye) (Sybenga and Wolters, 1972), tomato (Gill et al., 1980), and Pisum 
sativum L. (English pea) (Lamm and Miravalle, 1959). 
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Cytogenetics of translocations 
In general normal plants contain a fixll genetic complement of the species. Normal 
pairing of homologous chromosomes occurs during zygotene of meiosis. This results in a 
bivalent formation, permitting genetic recombination between homologous segments. As 
meiosis proceeds, separation of members of the bivalent (during anaphase I) followed by a 
second meiotic division result in gametic cells, each of which undergoes a mitotic division to 
produce four haploid products. The final gametic products may differ in genetic composition 
as a result of the recombination that occurred during zygotene. They are, however, viable and 
affecting fertilization, they give rise to fertile zygotes with the useful segregations for 
characters needed in genetic studies. Figure 1 (A) illustrates paired homologues, a cross over, 
exchanged segments (crossing over and exchange of chromosome segments can involve any 
two of the four chromatids of the paired chromosomes), and final gametic products of a 
normal line. In a translocation homozygote (Figure I, B) complete pairing (similar to that in 
the normal line) also leads to the production of viable pollen and fertile zygotes following 
fertilization. In a translocation heterozygote (Figure I, C), homologous segments can pair. 
The rearrangement of genetic information, however, leads to partial pairing. Translocated 
chromosome segments pair with homologous segments of their normal homologues. The 
result of such pairing followed by chiasma formation away from the interstitial regions 
(regions between the centromere and the translocation breakpoint) is a ring of four 
chromosomes, also referred to as a quadrivalent, tetravalent, or a cross configuration (Figure 
2). Due to chiasma failure (a common feature during meiosis), structures other than the ring 
of four chromosomes are observed. An open chain of four chromosomes (single chiasma 
failure), or following extensive chiasma failure, a trivalent plus a univalent, or two bivalents 
A. Normal line 








a ^ b c d e  a ^ b c d e  
Gametes are: ABCDE, ABCde, abcDE, and a b c d e. 
B. Translocation homozygote 
A B C  d  e  
('> 
C. Translocation heterozygote 
A B C D E  
n 
ZI ::q;: 
A B C d e  a b c d e 
Figure 1. Chromosome structure of normal (A), translocation homozygote (B), 
and translocation heterozygote (C). 
E 
D 




c b 2 a 
JH 




c b 2 a 
Figure 2. Meiotic chromosome structure of a translocation heterozygote. The 
numerals 1, and 2 represent normal chromosomes, while 1^, and 2' 
represent interchanged chromosomes. 
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in two combinations are commonly observed during meiosis. For soybean with n = 20, one 
ring of four plus eighteen bivalents would be expected for a translocation heterozygote. 
Rings or chains of six chromosomes or higher, and even including all chromosomes in a 
genomic set, as in Oenothera spp. L. (evening primrose), have been observed, as a result of 
multiple exchanges within a genome. Multivalents of six or more chromosomes form during 
meiosis when one chromosome is involved in two translocation lines. 
Semisterility 
Chromosome segregation in translocation heterozygotes results in both viable and 
nonviable gametic produas. This is a consequence of the rearrangement of genetic 
information, and the pattern of segregations that take place. The non-translocated 
chromosomes can disjoin and move together into the same gamete, while the translocated 
chromosomes also go together into another gamete. This is alternate segregation and gametes 
are viable because they contain a foil genetic complement (Figure 3). Translocated and non-
translocated chromosomes also can disjoin and go together to form a gamete. This pattern of 
segregation is of two kinds termed adjacent 1 and adjacent 2. Both patterns result in gametes 
that are deficient or duplicate for certain chromosome segments. This is an intolerable 
genetic imbalance, particularly in plants, because the deficiency or duplication usually 
involves essential genetic information. Gametes are therefore nonviable (Figure 3). This is 
the basis for semisterility arising from translocation heterozygotes. If chromosome 
segregation is at random, the three types of segregation would be expected to occur in equal 
frequencies, and two-thirds of all gametes produced would be nonviable. Genetic data from 
many plant species, however, revealed that translocation heterozygotes produced 50% 
II 
A. Nonhomologous centromeres (1 and 2, and 1" and 2') go to the same 









B. Nonhomologous centromeres (1 and 2*, and I" and 2 ) go to the same 










C. Homologous centromeres (1 and 1". and 2' and 2) go to the same 
pole. Resulting gametes (1 + , and 2' + 2) are all nonviable. 
Figure 3. Alternate (A), adjacent 1(B), and adjacent 2 (C) segregation patterns 
during meiosis. 
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rather than the expected 66% nonviable pollen. This raised the question as to whether there 
are two patterns of alternate segregation (alternate 1 and 2) (John and Lewis, 1965; Rickards, 
1983; Endrizzi, 1974). Although Endrizzi et al. (1983) demonstrated the occurrence of the 
four types of segregation (alternate I and II, and adjacent I and II) in Gossypium hirsiuum L. 
(cotton) Boussy (1982) proposed (without supporting cytological data) that alternate I and II 
orientations are two views of the same structure and are therefore topologically identical. 
Without supporting cytological evidence, Boussy's hypothesis has been largely rejected. The 
distinctness of the four types of segregation is shown in Figure 4. 
Several factors come into play to affect the pattern of segregation of translocation 
heterozygotes. As outlined by Bumham (1956), these include; 
1) the size of chromosomes involved 
2) the type of chromosomal rearrangement; ring or chain 
3) the position of the breakpoint 
4) the amount of interstitial crossing over 
A translocation heterozygote does not breed true. Its genotype, however, can be 
determined from its phenotype (semisterility). Both translocation homozygotes and normal 
lines are fertile and true breeding, and are therefore phenotypically indistinguishable. To 
determine their genotype, both may be testcrossed to a known normal chromosome line and 
then progeny tested. A normal chromosome plant crossed to a known normal chromosome 
plant will give all normal F1 individuals. The F2 progeny of selfed F1 plants will all be 
normal. The F1 plants from a translocation homozygote crossed to a known normal 
chromosome plant will be semisterile, which upon self-pollination will give rise to progeny 
segregating I fertile; 1 semisteriles (half of the fertile class will comprise normal plants 
13 
Adjacent I Alternate 1 
Alternate 2 Adjacent 2 
Figure 4. The four types of segregation from a translocation heterozygote ring. 
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and the other half translocation homozygous plants). Denoting the normal chromosome plant 
by N/N. and translocation homozygote and heterozygote genotypes by T/T and T/N 
respectively, the genotypic and phenotypic ratios of progeny arising from self-pollination are 
shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Genotypes and phenotypes of progeny from self-pollination of normal (N/N) 
and translocation-associated genotypes (T/T = homozygote, T/N = heterozygote). 
Parent genotype Progeny genotypic ratio Progeny phenotypic ratio 
N/N ail N/N all fertile 
T/N 1 N/N 1 fertile 
2 T/N 2 semisterile 
I T/T 1 fertile 
T/T all T/T all fertile 
Since an individual with a translocation contains a segment of one linkage group 
attached to another linkage group, semisterility should show linkage with genes in two 
linkage groups, and genes that are close to the translocation breakpoints should also show 
linkage with each other. Using the same reasoning, therefore, genes in the translocated 
segments of plants homozygous for a translocation should show new linkages and should 
now segregate independently of the genes in the rest of the chromosome from which they 
were translocated. In linkage studies, a normal plant homozygous for the dominant genes is 
crossed with a plant homozygous for the translocation as well as the recessive alleles. The Fl 
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plants will be heterozygous for the translocation and the marker genes. In crosses with 
normal plants, semisterility behaves as if it were a dominant character. Therefore the Fl 
plants, and for that matter any plant carrying the translocation, will be semisterile. The F2 
progeny from self-pollination of such Fl plants are classified for segregation of semisterility 
as well as for other genetic characters. The presence or absence of linkage may then be 
determined from the data collected. In multiple-marker crosses, the position of the 
translocation breakpoint as well as the linkage groups involved in the translocation can be 
determined. This is useful in map orientation. 
Identification of translocations 
Chromosomal translocations do not generally affect the fitness of individuals that 
carry them. Traits carried in translocation heterozygotes should therefore be expressed fully 
Under normal conditions of plant growth, the phenotypic expression of 50% reduction in 
viable pollen and seed set is used to classify translocation heterozygotes when collecting data 
for linkage studies. 
Environmental stresses, however, can and do adversely affect pollen development and 
seed set in normal chromosome structure plants, leading to partial seed set (number of seeds 
per pod). Partial seed set due to the effects of environment can be mistaken for the expression 
of semisterility due to translocation heterozygosity. When plants, suspected of being 
translocation heterozygotes, are to be identified, an important question to ask is whether the 
observed partial seed set is heritable. Pollen-staining characteristics, as well as studies of the 
breeding behavior of the plant, are therefore required. Pollen grains from a fertile plant that 
shows partial seed set due to environmental influences should all appear stained (fertile) with 
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the iodine potassium iodide stain. On the other hand, pollen from a true translocation 
heterozygote should show an approximate ratio of I stained: 1 non-stained (sterile) grains. In 
progeny testing, an all-fertile progeny from self-pollination of suspected translocation 
heterozygotes would indicate that the partial seed set is due to non-genetic (environment) 
rather than heritable factor(s). Progeny that segregate I fertile: 1 semisterile would indicate 
that the partial seed set is heritable. The next step would be further cytological and genetic 
studies to determine whether a translocation or some other genetic factor is involved in the 
expression of the partial seed set in the plant in question. In soybean, for example, Pereira et 
al. (1997) reported on partial sterility in the female that was not due to translocation 
heterozygosity. 
Bumham (1956) indicated that each species is unique in the expression of the effect 
of a translocation, and that the effect of a translocation would vary depending upon several 
factors. Translocation heterozygotes in some species may not be partial sterile. In polyploids, 
for example, segment duplications in certain chromosomes would compensate for 
deficiencies in other chromosomes, such that spores deficient for large chromosome 
segments may not abort. Another factor is a distorted 1 viable to 1 nonviable gametic ratio 
due to directed segregation (high frequency of alternate segregation over adjacent 
segregation), thus making identification of translocation heterozygotes difficult if based 
solely on spore abortion. Chromosomal rearrangements such as inversions also lead to some 
spore abortion that can be mistaken as due to a translocation heterozygote. Recognizing the 
effects of these other factors, cytological examination at meiosis, together with genetic 
analyses would be needed in order to identify translocations. 
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Identification of chromosomes involved in translocations 
Identifying the chromosomes involved in translocations is important in development 
of tester sets. Both genetic and cytological methods exist and have been used in several 
species (Bumham, 1956). 
Genetically, tests for linkage between semisterility (due to translocation 
heterozygosity) and marker genes would be needed. Backcross populations, for species that 
are easy to cross, or F2 and/or F2:3 families for self-fertilizing species, would be classified 
for semisterility and the phenotypes of genetic markers. Deviations from a 1:1 ratio of fertile 
to semisterile individuals for the phenotypes of the marker genes would indicate linkage. 
Multiple-marker tests for linkage between markers in different linkage groups would indicate 
the position of the translocation breakpoint and the chromosomes involved. 
In cytological tests the objective would be to identify the chromosomes involved in 
pachytene cross/ring configurations. The number of chromosomes in a ring or number of 
rings would suggest the chromosomes involved. There are several methods available, some 
of which are as discussed. A method that is relatively error-free is to cross two translocation 
homozygotes and analyze the F1 plants cytologically. A ring of four (©4) chromosomes 
would indicate that the translocations do not have a chromosome in common, while a ring of 
six (©s) would indicate that one chromosome is involved in both translocations. Two rings of 
four (2 ©4) would indicate that the two pairs of chromosomes involved in one translocation 
are different from those involved in the other translocation. Another method is to compare 
chromosome morphology (chromosome length and arm length) of normal lines with that of 
translocation heterozygotes and homozygotes. This method has been used in barley (Hagberg 
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and Tjio, 1950, 1952), and works well if the translocated segments are different in length, or 
if the break is in distinct regions. 
Uses of translocations 
Translocations are useful both in genetic studies and plant breeding programs. They 
have been used in transferring desirable characters between species such as wheat (Sears. 
1956; Driscoll, 1965), and barley (Hagberg, 1962; Gustafsson, 1965). Translocations serve to 
break undesirable association of genes and thus provide new linkage relationships. 
Gene mapping 
Since the report of linkage between semisterility and traits in Stizolobium 
deeringianum, Bort. (Belling, 1914), numerous gene mapping studies that used translocations 
have been reported. Many such studies have classified the translocation based upon 
semisterility. Where pollen is classified in order to determine semisterility, use of the light 
microscope requires considerable time and effort. Poor pollen production (small amounts) is 
another disadvantage associated with the use of this method. Methods that did not require 
pollen classification were developed and used in maize. A method in maize relied upon close 
linkage between translocation breakpoints and recessive marker genes {su, and vix), and 
semisterile plants were identified based upon expression of the recessive character(s) 
(Anderson, 1943). Another method in maize involved translocations between primary (A) 
chromosomes and supernumerary (B) chromosomes (Roman and Ullstrup, 1951). Using the 
property of nondisjunction during the second post-meiotic division of microsporogensis, the 
expression of a recessive phenotype in F1 plants, where the translocation stock (carrying the 
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dominant gene) was used as the pollen parent, would indicate linkage. Beckett (1978) used 
this method in maize to map 484 induced kernel and plant mutants to chromosome arms. 
Production of haplo-viable gametes 
In some higher plant species, duplicate-deficient gametes (haplo-viable gametes) are 
transmitted through the ovule (translocated terminal segments are not essential for production 
of viable female gametophytes) (Phillips et al. 1971). The expression of a recessive 
phenotype in the F1 of a cross between a translocation heterozygous female and a pollen 
parent carrying the recessive gene corresponding to the deficiency would indicate linkage. In 
this method too, no pollen classification is necessary. Translocations have been used to test 
for the independence of linkage groups in maize (Bumham, 1957). 
Duplication of chromosome segments 
Duplicated internal chromosome segments may lead to undesirable effects, such as 
reduced vigor in plants. They may, however, be of value in crop production depending on the 
loci involved. Translocations are therefore useful in the production of duplications. Ghidoni 
(1968) reported duplications arising from the use of the B-A translocation. 
Production of trisomies 
Trisomies (individuals having at least one extra chromosome, 2n + 1) are useful in 
associating linkage groups to chromosomes. As many primary trisomic chromosomes as the 
haploid chromosome number of a species are expected, and each trisomic tests an entire 
chromosome. Translocation heterozygotes are one of the sources of trisomies. Huang (1985) 
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reported two different trisomies among progenies of translocation heterozygotes in soybean. 
Following self-fertilization of translocation heterozygotes in barley, Ramage (1955) isolated 
eight different trisomies. Similarly, Ashraf and Bassett (1987) recovered five primary 
trisomies from progeny of translocation heterozygotes in common bean. 
Translocations in soybean 
In a linkage study in soybean, Williams and Williams (1938) used progeny from a 
cross between cultivar Hahto and Genetic Type 116 (a strain from radium irradiated seed). 
They observed semisterile F1 plants (approximately 50% under developed ovules), and the 
F2 generation segregated in a 1:1 ratio of fertile to semisterile plants. They suggested that the 
two parents differed by a reciprocal translocation. Williams (1948) also reported semisterility 
(50% aborted pollen and ovules) in the FI generation of a cross between the cultivated 
soybean [Glycine hispida (Moench) Maxim], now called G. max (L.) Merr., and the wild 
soybean (Glycine ussuriensis Regel and Maack), now called G. soja Sieb. and Zucc., 
indicating the existence of reciprocal translocation. Additionally, three naturally occurring 
translocations (Clark T/T, PI 189866, and L75-0283-4), and four induced translocations 
(T116, KS171-31-2, KS172-11-3, and KS175-7-3) have been described in soybean 
(Sadanaga and Newhouse, 1982) (Table 3). Preliminary genetic and cytogenetic studies 
(Sadanaga and Newhouse, 1982; Sellner, 1990) have confirmed all to be translocations. T116 
was first identified as a weak, yellow-viable plant following irradiation, and was given a 
Genetic Type Collection (T) number. Later studies with T116 revealed that it carried a 
translocation (Williams and Williams, 1938). It is maintained in the collection as a 
heterozygote, (Genetic Type Collection number T116H), because plants homozygous for the 
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Table 3. Origin of seven translocations in soybean"^ 
Translocation Origin 
Clark T/T Near-isogenic Clark with translocation from PI 101404B (G. soja 
from NE China). 
KS172-11-3 Translocation from an irradiated population of cultivar 'Hodgson'. 
selected by K. Sadanaga. 
KS175-7-3 Translocation from an irradiated population of cultivar 'Steele', 
selected by K. Sadanaga. 
KS171-31-2 Translocation from an irradiated population of cultivar 'Hodgson', 
selected by K. Sadanaga. 
L75-2083-4 Spontaneous translocation in an F4 progeny row of a cultivar 'Beeson' 
X cultivar 'Amsoy 71' cross. Found by Reid Palmer in Illinois in 1975 
PI 189866 Glycine gracilis introduction from NE China, selected by Delannay et 
al. in 1982. 
T116 Strain descended from seed irradiated by Buchholz, reported by 
Williams and Williams (1938). 
Table adapted from Palmer and Kilen (1987) 
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recessive allele are weak. Palmer et al. (1987) evaluated and reported, that in intercrosses 
with PI 101404B, a known translocation homozygote, 46 of a total of 56 G. soja accessions 
from China and the former Soviet Union produced fertile FI and F2 progeny. Further 
classification revealed that all Fl and F2 progeny had viable pollen and ovxiles, indicating 
that each of the 46 accessions had a translocation common to the one in PI 101404B. The 
described translocations have been used in various genetic and cytogenetic studies (Forrai 
and Palmer, 1984; Sellner, 1990). 
Use of F2 data compared to F2:3 data 
In linkage studies, backcross populations, F2 populations, and/or F2;3 families of 
self-pollinated F2 plants are classified for linkage associations. F2 classification may 
sometimes be difficult (where environment interferes with the expression of a character, for 
example seed set) and can lead to serious errors. Classification in the F2 generation may even 
be impossible, if classes are seedling lethal. Therefore classification in the F2:3, or even later 
generations may be necessary. In the F3 generation, progeny of an individual F2 plant (25 to 
50 plants) are classified for a trait as compared to only a single plant in F2 classification. In 
addition, a greater number of classes are involved in F2:3 classification than in F2 
classification (usually only dominant and recessive classes). Data obtained from the 
classification of a large number of F2:3 families would, alone or in combination with data 
from the classification of F2 plants, give better estimates of linkage than data from the 
classification of F2 plants alone. 
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Coupling phase and repulsion phase linkage 
Linkage can only be observed in populations/families segregating for each of the 
characters studied. In crossing two parents to generate segregating populations/families for 
linkage studies, the two parents must differ in genetic makeup for the characters studied. The 
loci studied may be linked in one of two phases termed coupling and repulsion. In coupling 
phase linkage, one parent carries dominant alleles at all segregating loci on the same 
chromosome (AA BB CC DD), and the other parent carries the recessive alleles on the 
homologous chromosome (aa bb cc dd). In repulsion phase linkage, one parent carries 
dominant alleles at some loci and recessive alleles at other loci (AA bb CC dd), while the 
other parent carries the recessive and dominant alleles at those corresponding loci (aa BB cc 
DD). 
Data obtained by backcrossing the double heterozygote to the double recessive 
provides a direct measure of the proportion of the recombination classes to the total number 
of plants classified, and allows separate estimations of crossing over in both sexes. In 
addition, simple statistical methods are used in examining the data. The backcross method is 
therefore preferred to the method of F2 classification, in which an assumption of equal 
crossing over in both sexes is made. Backcrossing may, however, be difficult or time 
consuming (in self-pollinated species like soybean), and more usually (in plants) the aim of 
linkage studies is to detect and estimate any linkage that may exist regardless of differential 
recombination percentage between the two sexes. Linkage may therefore be accurately 
determined from the classification of F2 plants, the accuracy depending upon whether 
coupling phase or repulsion phase crosses are made, and whether linkage is tight or loose. 
Numerous reports have clearly demonstrated the equivalence in accuracy/efficiency of F2 
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(completely classified into the ten possible genotypes) and backcross data in estimating 
recombination frequency (Allard, 1956; Mather, 1936; Immer, 1930, 1934; Haldane, 1919), 
and the superiority of F2 coupling data over F2 repulsion data in this regard (Figure 5). When 
linkage is tight (recombination close to zero), and coupling phase cross is used, in which all 
classes are viable, the accuracy of F2 data in estimating recombination values is close to that 
of the backcross, and is far superior to F2 repulsion data (Immer, 1930, 1934) (Figure 5B). 
The superiority of F2 coupling data over F2 repulsion data in estimating recombination 
frequency is observed in cases of complete dominance as well as when duplicate or 
complementary characters are involved (Immer, 1930). In this regard, Immer (1930) points 
out, that the reliability of F2 repulsion data in estimating recombination frequency 
approaches that of F2 coupling data only when very large numbers are obtained. For 
comparison he showed that 1000 individuals from a backcross, 1130 fi-om F2 coupling cross, 
and 10,830 from F2 repulsion cross are required in order to estimate, with equal reliability, a 
recombination frequency of 10%. 
Literature Review 
The majority of linkage studies in soybean have utilized data from the classification 
of F2 populations and/or F2:3 families of self-pollinated F2 plants (Tables 4, 5, and 6). Slight 
variations existed in the estimated recombination values. All reports, however, indicated 
independence of the soybean classical linkage groups 1 and 8 (Buzzell, 1974; Palmer, 1977; 
Broich et al., 1978; Buzzell, 1979; Keaschall et al., 1981; Palmer and Kaul, 1983; Yee and 
Palmer, 1984; Devine and O'Neill, 1986; Bult et al., 1989; Skorupska and Palmer. 1989) 
(Table 4). 
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Table 4. Previous linkage estimates between the pubescence color locus, T. of classical 
linkage group 1, and loci of classical linkage group 8 of soybean. 
Loci pair Phase"^ % R± SE-
No. F2 
plants Reference 
T-WI R 53.4±1.8 1700 Palmer (1977) 
C 45.0 ±4.3 272 Buzzell (1979) 
R 51.0 ±4.8 241 Buzzell(1975) 
R 44.0 ±4.0 429 Devine and O'Neill (1986) 
R 52.7 ±2.1 1252 Broich et al. (1978) 
R 52.8 ±1.3 3193 Yee and Palmer (1984) 
C 54.7 ±3.8 440 Keaschall et al. (1981) 
C 49.9 ±2.5 902 Bultetal. (1989) 
T-AdhI C 47.4 ±2.6 876 Buh et al. (1989) 
T-Ms6 R 50.3 ±2.0 1376 Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
C 53.2 ±2.9 696 Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
r-Si5 R >50 1584 Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
T-Wm C 42.0 ±6.1 126 Buzzell (1974) 
R. = repulsion phase linkage, C = coupling phase linkage 
' recombination value ± standard error. 
Weiss (1970) reported a recombination value of 12.1 ± 0.7% between D/2 and YIl 
(from F2 classification) that established linkage group 6. From F3 data. Palmer and Chen 
(1998) reported a recombination value (24.7 ± 2.2%) that is twice the value reported by 
Weiss (1970) (Table 5). Through further analyses involving F3 families. Palmer and Chen 
(1998) reported recombination values of 40.7, 35.3, 42.1, and 39.3%, between Df2 and Wl, 
Df2 and Ms/, YI I and WI, and YI I and Msl^ respectively. The recombination value between 
Df2 and Ms I (35.3%), may represent genetic linkage, whereas, the others may represent 
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Table 5. Previous linkage estimates between loci of classical linkage groups 6 and 8 of 
soybean. 
Loci pair Phase^ % R± SE-
No. F2/F3 
progenies Reference 
Df2-Yll R 12.1 ±0.7 1912^ Weiss (1970) 
C 24.7 ±2.2 342 Palmer and Chen (1998) 
Df2-WI C 40.7 ±2.8 574 Palmer and Chen (1998) 
C 37.1 ±2.4 1297 Mahama and Palmer (1998) 
Dp-Msl C 35.3 ±3.0 350 Palmer and Chen (1998) 
C 28.5 ±2.5 1297 Mahama and Palmer (1998) 
Yll-Wl C 42.1 ±4.3 265 Palmer and Chen (1998) 
Yll-Msl C 39.3 ±5.3 150 Palmer and Chen (1998) 
R = repulsion phase linkage, C = coupling phase linkage. 
* recombination value ± standard error. 
^ bold face type = number of F2 plants. 
loose linkage or independence. Mahama and Palmer (1998) classified F2 populations from 
crosses between the Clark T/T translocation and genetic marker stocks. They reported 
linkage estimates between Df2 and W!, and Df2 and Msl (37.1%, and 28.5%, respectively) 
that were slightly lower than those reported by Palmer and Chen (1998). These values may 
represent genetic linkage. 
Numerous studies reported linkage relationships among the loci of linkage group 8 
(Table 6). Genotype x environment interactions and differences in chromosome structure are 
known to influence recombination frequency in plants (Allard, 1956; Stephens, 1990). 
Chance errors, which can be as large as 10% or greater, do result in differences in 
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Table 6. Previous linkage estimates among loci of classical linkage group 8 of soybean. 
Loci pair Phase^ % R± SE-
No. F2/F2;3 
families Reference 
Adhl-Msl R 42.1 ±3,0 762 Kiang (1990) 
C 41,3 =6 6 300 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
Adhl-Ms6 C 16.5 ±2.3 665 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
Adhl-Wl C 20.6 ±1,2 1420 Kiang and Chiang (1987) 
C 24.9 ±1.0 1476 Kiang (1990) 
C 29.8 ±3.0 957 Bultetal. (1989) 
C 18.0 ±3.6 300 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 20.5 ±2.6 665 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
Adhl-Wm R 28.0 ±2.0 761 Kiang (1990) 
Msl-Ms6 R 37.9 ±6.7 152^ Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
Msl-Y23 C 38.8 ±3.9 683 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
Ms6-Y23 C 19.1 ±2.0 286 Palmer et al. (1990) 
c 13.3 ±1.4 1167 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
St5 - Ms/ c 38.6 ±4.0 649 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
St5 - Ms6 c 1 1 1  =2.4 329 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
St5-WI R 24.7 ±4.3 2256 Skorupska and Palmer (1990) 
C 19.4 ±2.4 645 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 18.5 ±6.1 251 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 18.9 =2.4 649 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 16.4 ±3.0 329 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 17.7 ±2.8 147 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 26.5 ±1.5 1239 Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
C 27.2 ±2.4 499 Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
St5-Wm - 26.7 ±1.6 - Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
Y23-St5 R 6.12 ±0.7 659 Palmer et al. (1998) 
R 7.2 ±1.7 79 Palmer et al. (1990) 
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R 0.96 ±0.5 645 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
R 2.37±1.2 251 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C <1.01 147 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
R 24 3 ±3.0 831 Kiang (1990) 
-
29.1 ±0.9 - Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
C 26.9 ±2.6 287§ Palmer and Chen (1998) 
C 27.9 ±2.0 729 Palmer (1977) 
R 30.4 ±1.8 2468 Palmer (1977) 
- 29.7±1.2 - Palmer (1976) 
C 30,0 ±2.1 1632 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
c 33.6 ±5.8 152 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
c 30.3 ±2.5 1297 Mahama and Palmer (1998) 
c 3.15±0.1 929 Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
c 2.48 ±0.1 970 Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
c 3 .18 ±0.1 934 Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
c 3.11 ±0.1 1021 Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
c 3.96 ±1.0 665 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
c 3.86 ±0.7 1167 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
c 4.78 ±1.5 329 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
c 2.49 ±0.8 152 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
R 0 1544 Buzzell(1975) 
c 2.2 ±0.5 450 Buzzell (1976) 
R 2.2 ±0.7 Buzzell et al. (1977) 
R 1.1 96 Buzzell et al. (1974) 
C 28.6±1.5 1364 Palmer et al. (1990) 
C 29.3 ±1.6 1236 Palmer et al. (1990) 
C 18.8 ±2.4 645 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 16.7 ±6.1 251 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 19.1 ±2.3 683 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
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Table 6. (continued) 
C 16.9 ±1.6 1167 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
C 17.0 ±2.7 147 Lewers and Palmer (1993) 
^ R = repulsion phase linkage, C = coupling phase linkage. 
' recombination value ± standard error. 
^ bold face type = number of F2;3 families. 
recombination values (Yu and Kiang, 1990). Differences in recombination values may be due 
to the classification of families derived from coupling as opposed to repulsion crosses, as 
well as backcross (testcross) as opposed to F2 crosses (Mather, 1951, Butler, 1968). 
While recombination values between some loci pairs from different studies were 
similar, others differed significantly (Table 6). Recombination values reported between WI 
andMv/ (Stelly and Palmer, 1977; Palmer, 1977; Kiang, 1990; Lewers and Palmer, 1993; 
Mahama and Palmer, 1998; Palmer and Chen, 1998) were similar. Similarly, recombination 
values between Wl andMs6 (Skorupska and Palmer, 1989; Lewers and Palmer, 1993; 
Ilarslan et al., 1999), and between and Ms/ (Kiang and Chiang, 1987; Bult et al., 1989; 
Kiang, 1990; Lewers and Palmer, 1993) were very similar. Palmer and Kaul (1983), 
Skorupska and Palmer (1990), and Lewers and Palmer (1993) reported recombination values 
between Wl and St5 that were similar. Different recombination values were reported between 
Wl-Adhl (Kiang and Chiang, 1987; Bult et al., 1989; Kiang, 1990; Lewers and Palmer, 
1993), and Wl-Y2i, Y23-Ms6, and Y23-St5 (Palmer et al., 1990; Lewers and Palmer, 1993). 
Palmer et al. (1998) reported a recombination value between Y23-St5 (6.12%) that was 
similar to the value reported earlier by Palmer et al. (1990) (7.2%) but differed significantly 
from those reported by Lewers and Palmer (1993) (0.96, 2.37, and < 1.01%). The 
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recombination value reported between Wl-Wm (Buzzell, 1975. 1976; Buzzell et al 1974: 
Buzzell et al, 1977), ranged from 0 to 11% (Table 6). 
Of the seven translocations reported in soybean, two of them (Clark T/T, and KS172-
11-3) have been used in linkage studies to locate gene loci of linkage group 8, and the T 
locus of linkage group 1 (Table 7). In general, only F2 populations were classified (Table 7). 
Using the "Clark' translocation. Palmer (1976) reported close linkage (8.5%) between Mv/ 
and the breakpoint, while WI, linked to Msl (29.7%), segregated independently of the 
interchange breakpoint. Mahama and Palmer (1998) reported a similar recombination value 
(7.1%) between Msl and the translocation breakpoint in Clark T/T, independent assortment 
between the fVI locus and the breakpoint (recombination value of 44.5%), and a value of 
19.6% between the Df2 locus and the translocation. Based upon the chi-square values 
calculated from F2 and F3 data. Palmer (1976) reported independent segregation between the 
WI and /"loci, and the translocation breakpoint. The Si5 locus segregated independently of 
the translocation breakpoint (Palmer and Kaul, 1983). 
Sadanaga (1983) used the KS 172-11-3 translocation to locate the magenta flower 
gene {Wm) on linkage group 8, and proposed gene order as PT/, Wm, breakpoint, and Msl 
This was done by inspection of chromosome number and constitution, and phenotypes of F2 
progenies of hybrids between KS 172-11-3 and T235. No recombinants were observed. Sacks 
and Sadanaga (1984) and Sadanaga and Grindeland (1984) reported recombination values of 
2.0% and 1.9% respectively, between WI and the interchange breakpoint in KS172-11-3. The 
recombination value between the interchange breakpoint and Msl was 18.4% (Sacks and 
Sadanaga, 1984) while Sadanaga and Grindeland (1984) reported independent assortment 
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Table 7. Previous linkage estimates between loci of classical linkage groups 1, 6, and 8, and 
the breakpoints of the Clark T/T, and KSI72-11-3 translocations of soybean. 
Loci pair 
No. F2 
Phase^ % R ± plants Reference 





C 22.0 ± 2.3 1047 Mahama and Palmer (1998) 
C 8.5 ±1.5 - Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
C 7,1 ±10.0 1047 Mahama and Palmer (1998) 
C >50 989 Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
C I 1088 Palmer (1976) 
C I 1341 Palmer (1976) 
C I 1576 Palmer (1976) 
C - Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
C 44.5 ±12.2 1047 Mahama and Palmer (1998) 
C I 1079 Palmer (1976) 
C 18.4± 3.3 257 Sacks and Sadanaga (1984) 
C I 147 Sadanaga and Grindeland (1984) 
C 1.9 ±0.8 474 Sadanaga and Grindeland (1984) 
C 2.0 ±1.2 257 Sacks and Sadanaga (1984) 
^ R = repulsion phase linkage, C = coupling phase linkage. 
" recombination value ± standard error. 




between T and the interchange breakpoint, based upon a nonsignificant chi-square for 
independence. 
In summary nine genetic marker stocks have been used successfully to establish 
linkage groups, and determine gene order of the linkage groups, though with slight 
differences in gene order from different studies. The Clark T/T and KS 172-11-3 
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translocations were successfully used to locate the Wm. Ms I, and Wl loci on linkage group 8, 
and proposed map orientations reported by researchers have so far been similar. 
Summary of Objectives 
The first objective of the dissertation research was to determine whether the seven 
translocations carry different chromosomes or share chromosomes in common. All 
translocation lines were intercrossed in a half diallel, and also crossed to standard normal 
cultivar 'Hack'. The F1 plants were analyzed cytologically. 
The second objective of the dissertation research was to verify whether linkage 
groups six and eight are the same or different. 
The third objective was to determine the location of the breakpoints in three 
translocations in relation to mutants of linkage groups 6 and 8. 
Genetic marker types of the two linkage groups were crossed to the translocations. 
Segregation data from F2 and/or F2:3 families were analyzed to determine the linkage 
relationships between the interchange breakpoints and markers of the two linkage groups. 
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CYTOGENETIC ANALYSIS OF TRANSLOCATIONS IN SOYBEAN 
A paper to be submitted to The Journal of Heredity 
A. A. Mahama, L. M. Deaderick, K. Sadanaga, K. E. Newhouse, and R. G. Palmer 
ABSTRACT 
A complete tester set of translocations would be useful in the advancement of 
classical and molecular genetic linkage maps in soybean. Seven translocation lines have been 
identified in soybean. Establishment of the independence of these seven translocation lines is 
a necessary step toward isolation of other independent translocations. This study confirmed 
cytologically that the seven lines are true chromosome translocations. Fourteen F1 progeny 
from intercrosses of six of the seven translocation lines were analyzed cytologically. Results 
suggested that six of the twenty chromosomes are involved in reciprocal translocations in the 
six lines analyzed. The translocations Clark T/T, KS172-11-3, and KS175-7-3 share one 
chromosome in common, while PI 189866, KS171-31-2, and L75-0283-4 share a different 
chromosome in common. Percentage pollen abortion, ovule abortion, and reduction in seed 
set were higher in F1 progeny from crosses among homozygous translocation lines (a greater 
number of interchanged chromosomes) than from crosses between homozygous translocation 
lines and normal chromosome lines (only two nonhomologous chromosomes translocated). 
In terms of pollen and ovule abortion, and cytological behavior, soybean translocations were 
similar to those reported for many other crop species. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chromosomal breakage Is a common feature in both plants and animals. The broken 
segments may be inserted elsewhere on the same chromosome, on a nonhomologous 
chromosome, or segments may be exchanged. When broken segments of nonhomologous 
chromosomes are exchanged, the product is termed reciprocal translocation, also known as 
chromosomal interchange, or simply translocation or interchange. These terms are used 
interchangeably in the literature. The term translocation will be used in this report. 
Reciprocal translocations may arise spontaneously or may be induced following chemical or 
irradiation treatments. The first report on a naturally occurring reciprocal translocation was 
by Belling (1914) in the Florida velvet bean {Stizolobiim deermgiamim), and Muller (1930) 
was first to report on x-ray induced translocations in Drosophila. Reciprocal translocations 
are important genetic aberrations to both the geneticist and plant breeder. Brink and Cooper 
(1931) presented data that established the usefulness of reciprocal translocations in gene 
mapping. Reciprocal translocations have been used in transferring desirable traits in wheat 
(Sears 1956; Driscoll 1965), and barley (Hagberg 1962; Gustafsson 1965). and are good 
source for generating aneuploids. For example different trisomies were identified in the 
progeny of selfed translocation heterozygotes (Ramage, 1955; Huang, 1985; Ashraf and 
Bassett, 1987). Complete translocation tester sets have been developed in maize (Bumham 
1954), barley (Burnham et al. 1954), English pea (Lamm and Miravalle 1959), rye (Sybenga 
and Wolters 1972), and tomato (Gill et al. 1980). 
In a linkage study in soybean, Williams and Williams (1938) evaluated progeny from 
a cross between cultivar Hahto and Type 116 (a strain fi"om irradiated seed). They observed 
semisterile F1 plants (approximately 50% underdeveloped ovules), and the F2 generation 
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segregated one normal to one semisterile plant. They suggested that the two parents differed 
by a reciprocal translocation. Williams (1948) also reported semisterility (50% aborted pollen 
and ovules) in the F1 generation of a cross between the cultivated soybean [Glycine hispida ( 
Moench) Maxim], now called G. max (L.) Merr., and the wild soybean (Glycine iissnrie/isis 
Regel and Maack), now called G. soja Sieb. and Zucc., indicating the existence of a 
reciprocal translocation. Additionally, three naturally occurring translocations (Clark T/T, PI 
189866. and L75-0283-4), and four induced translocations (T116, KS171-31-2, KS172-11-3. 
and KS 175-7-3) have been described in soybean (Sadanaga and Newhouse, 1982). 
Preliminary genetic and cytogenetic studies have confirmed all to be translocations 
(Sadanaga and Newhouse 1982; Sellner 1990). T116 was first identified as a weak, yellow-
viable plant, and was assigned a genetic type collection (T) number. Later studies revealed 
that it carried a translocation (Williams and Williams, 1938). 
Soybean has twenty pairs of chromosomes, and all twenty chromosomes must be 
involved in interchanges in order to obtain a complete tester. A step toward developing a 
complete tester set of translocations is to establish the independence of existing 
translocations by identifying the chromosomes involved in their interchanges. So far six of 
the seven confirmed translocations have been used as a tester set to evaluate other suspected 
translocations (Forrai and Palmer 1984). 
The objective of this study was to determine whether the described translocation lines 
are independent or not, that is, whether they have common or different interchanged 
chromosomes. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The six translocations described by Sadanaga and Newhouse (1982), and type T116 
were used in this study. The origin of these translocations is shown in Table 1. Each of the 
three naturally occurring translocations has a distinct background. The translocation in Clark 
T/T originated from G. soja (PI 101404B) and was incorporated into a G. max background 
through backcrossing. Clark T/T has been used in soybean mapping studies (Palmer et al. 
1987). Translocation from PI 189866 occurred in G. gracilis Skvortz., and PI 189866 has a 
growth habit intermediate between that of G. max and G. soja. The L75-0283-4 translocation 
arose spontaneously in an F4 progeny row from a cross between cultivars Beeson and Amsoy 
71. The remaining translocations, T116, KS171-31-2, KS172-11-3, and KS175-7-3, have a 
G. max background, and were induced through neutron-irradiation of seeds. 
The seven homozygous translocation lines were field-grown in the summer at the 
Bruner Farm near Ames. Entries were grown in rows 60 cm apart, and 10 cm between plants 
within the rows. 
In order to identify the seven different homozygous translocation lines, they were 
each testcrossed to standard normal cultivar Hack, and also were intercrossed in all possible 
combinations (a half diallel set). Testcross progeny that are all semisterile would indicate that 
a suspected line is indeed a homozygous translocation line, while all fertile progeny from 
intercrosses of homozygous translocation lines would indicate that the translocations used in 
those intercrosses are identical, that is, have common interchanged chromosomes. 
Six PI seeds per each cross combination were germinated for 3-5 days on paper in a 
growth chamber set at 30 - 32° C. Seedlings were transplanted to 3-liter pots filled with a 
2:1; 1 mixture of soil, sand, and organic peat. Plants were grown in the USDA-ARS 
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greenhouse under fluorescent and metal halide lamps. The photoperiod was 14 h, and 
summer and winter temperatures were 29-35° C, and 24 - 29° C, respectively. 
At flowering, immature flower buds were collected from each plant between 0930 
and II30 h on two consecutive days. Flower buds were placed into 30-ml vials and fi.xed for 
48 h at room temperature in 25ml of freshly prepared fixative composed of 6:3:2 by volume 
of 95% ethanol : chloroform : propionic acid. The fixative was replaced after 48 h with 70% 
ethanol and samples stored at 4° C until observation. Anthers from treated buds were opened 
on slides under a dissecting microscope, and treated with a drop of propionocarmine stain for 
one min before placing a cover slip over the sample. The slide was passed over an alcohol 
flame and pressed. 
Cytological identification of reciprocal translocations was based on meiotic 
chromosome association of the translocated chromosomes. The diplotene through late 
metaphase stage are best and were used for the observation of pairing associations of 
interchange chromosomes. A primary disadvantage, however, of studies during late prophase 
is that chromosomes are highly condensed, a situation that precludes determination of 
translocation breakpoint positions. Diplotene and metaphase chromosome configurations 
were determined using a Zeiss Standard WL Research Microscope, and the appropriate 
configurations were photographed with a Zeiss M63 Photomicrographic M35 Camera 
Attachment with Panatomic-X 35mm film (Kodak). 
For pollen observation, mature flower buds (with petals showing just above the 
sepals) were collected from each plant between 0830 and 1030 h and placed into vials 
containing 70% ethanol and stored at 4° C. Anthers from each flower bud were opened on a 
slide under a dissecting microscope. Pollen from these buds was dispersed in a drop of 
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iodine potassium iodide (I2KI) solution placed on the slide, and a cover slip was placed over 
the sample. A representative sample of 500 pollen grains was counted from each flower bud. 
To obtain percentage pollen sterility, the ratio of sterile grains to total number of grains 
counted was multiplied by 100. Two flower buds were sampled for each of five plants during 
two separate seasons. A mean count was determined for each cross combination, and a 
standard deviation was calculated. 
At maturity, plants were classified as to the number and position of seeds, seed 
abortions, and ovule abortions within each pod. During two separate seasons, counts were 
done on five plants from two homozygous normal lines, seven homozygous translocation 
lines, seven heterozygous translocation lines, and all 21 intercrosses between translocations. 
A mean for each count was determined, and a standard deviation was calculated. The 
percentage ovule abortion was calculated as the ratio of number of ovule abortions to number 
of seed plus seed abortions plus ovule abortions multiplied by 100. In general, the number of 
seed per pod of normal, fertile plants is three. The percentage reduction in seed set was 
calculated as number of seeds per pod divided by three, multiplied by 100. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An initial step in the use of translocations is the isolation of homozygous lines for 
each translocation (Bumham et al. 1954). In soybean, homozygous lines were previously 
isolated for all but the T116 translocation (Sadanaga 1979; Delannay et al. 1982; Palmer and 
Heer 1984). Homozygous lines for T116 were isolated from crosses with standard normal 
chromosome line cultivar Calland (Sellner, 1990). Cytological identification of translocations 
is based upon meiotic chromosome association of the interchange chromosomes. Cytological 
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examination of meiosis of the F1 plants from crosses between homozygous translocation 
lines and standard normal lines should reveal either a pachynema cross configuration or one 
of the metaphase I configurations illustrated in Figure I. Figure 1A is a diagram of reciprocal 
exchange of chromosome segments between two nonhomologous chromosome pairs. The 
cross configuration shown in Figure IB is the result of partial pairing among the four 
chromosomes in a translocation heterozygote. Depending upon the number and position of 
chiasmata, the possible configurations from diakinesis through metaphase I are as shown in 
Figure IC . A situation of non-coorientation, during metaphase I, of the chromosomes of a 
translocation heterozygote is also shown. The two possible segregation types from a non-
cooriented quadrivalent configuration are: a 2:2 segregation that gives rise to nonviable 
duplication-deficiency gametes, and a 3:1 segregation, that generates aneuploid spores 
(Hagberg 1954). 
The seven homozygous translocation lines were each crossed to standard normal 
chromosome line cultivar Hack. The percentage pollen sterility (ranging from 34% to 53%) 
and ovule abortion (ranging from 33% to 42%) in the testcross progeny were in general 
lower than 50% expected for a translocation heterozygote (Table 2). The spore abortion data, 
together with data on seeds/pod, demonstrate that testcross progeny are semisterile. The lines 
crossed to the normal line are indeed suspected homozygous translocations. Figures 2 A. B, 
and C present pollen of plants with varying degrees of sterility. Figure 2C shows pollen from 
a 70% sterile plant. Chromosome association studies at late diakinesis and metaphase 1 
revealed 20 bivalents for normal plants (Figure 2D), and a typical ring configuration of four 
chromosomes plus 18 bivalents for heterozygous translocation line KS175-7-3 (Figure 2E). 
The other translocation heterozygotes observed also showed associations of four 
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chromosomes (figures not shown). These cytological data confirm that the lines were 
translocation heterozygotes. 
Progeny fi-om the half diallel set of crosses among the seven homozygous 
translocation lines were examined cytologically in order to determine whether the 
translocated chromosomes in the seven homozygous translocation lines are different or the 
same. Meiotic metaphase of the F1 plants from intercrosses of homozygous translocation 
lines was examined. The observation of a ring or a chain of six chromosomes would indicate 
that the two translocations have one chromosome in common, whereas the observation of 
two rings or chains of four chromosomes would indicate that the two translocations have no 
chromosomes in common (Bumham et al 1954). Results for the twenty-one intercrosses 
studied are presented in Table 3. The percentage pollen sterility (ranging from 44% to 78%) 
and ovule abortion (ranging fi-om 46% to 55%) were much higher than those fi^om testcross 
progeny. This may be due to the fact that one ring of six or two rings of four chromosomes 
cause more imbalance in spores than one ring of four chromosomes. The F1 plants from 
intercrosses between type Tl 16 and the other translocations, and between PI 189866 x 
KS 175-7-3 were not examined for meiotic chromosome associations. Late metaphase I 
examination of the F1 plants from the remaining 14 intercrosses revealed that five 
intercrosses (Clark T/T x KS 172-11-3, Clark T/T x KS 175-7-3. PI 189866 x KS171-3 1-2. 
L75-0283-4 x KS 171 -3 1 -2, and KS 172-11-3 x KS 175-7-3) showed one ring of six 
chromosomes. This suggests that the pair of translocations that were crossed shared one 
chromosome in common. One common chromosome is involved in the Clark T/T. KS 172-
11-3, and KS175-7-3 translocations. KS171-31-2 shares one chromosome in common with 
PI 189866. and a different chromosome in common with L75-0283-4, both different from the 
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one shared by Clark T/T, KS172-11-3, and KS175-7-3. Two rings of four chromosomes were 
observed for the remaining nine intercrosses, suggesting that four different nonhomologous 
chromosomes were involved in the two translocations, with no chromosomes in common. 
Associations of five or six chromosomes are shown in the accompanying photomicrographs 
of late diakinesis/ early metaphase I configurations in F1 plants fi'om intercrosses. The cross 
KS 172-11-3 X KS 175-7-3 showed a chain of five and one univalent, plus 17 bivalents 
(Figure 2F), while cross KS 175-7-3 x Clark T/T showed chain associations of five or six plus 
17 bivalents (Figure 2G). 
From the results presented thus far, L75-0283-4 has two nonhomologous 
chromosomes translocated, while PI 189866 also has two different nonhomologous 
chromosomes translocated. Based on the observation of one ring of six chromosomes fi'om 
crosses KS 171 -31 -2 x L75-0283-4 and KS 171 -31 -2 x PI 189866, KS 171 -31 -2 would have 
one of the two translocated chromosomes in L75-0283-4, and one of the two translocated 
chromosomes in PI 189866. The crosses Clark T/T x L75-0283-4 and Clark T/T x PI 189866 
showed two rings of four chromosomes, indicating that the translocated chromosomes are 
unique in each of the three translocations. Clark T/T therefore, would have two 
nonhomologous chromosomes translocated, that are different fi'om those translocated in L75-
0283-4 and PI 189866. Clark T/T, KS 172-11-3, and KS 175-7-3 have only one common 
chromosome involved in their translocations, and KS 172-11-3 and KS 175-7-3 do not share 
any chromosome in common with KS17I-31-2, L75-0283-4, and PI 189866 Therefore KS 
172-11-3 and KS 175-7-3 should have either one or the other of the two translocated 
chromosomes in Clark T/T involved in their translocations. The cross PI 189866 x KSI75-7-
3 was not examined for chromosome associations. However, the chromosome association 
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results for KS175-7-3 crossed with the other translocations would suggest that it has either 
one or the other of the two chromosomes translocated in Clark T/T. Omitting the T116 
translocation, it may be concluded that six of the twenty chromosomes are involved in 
reciprocal translocations in the six of the seven lines analyzed in this study. 
Ahemate I and II segregations give rise to fertile gametes while adjacent I and II 
segregations give rise to nonviable duplication and deficiency gametes. When these two 
types of segregations are of equal frequency, the result is semisterility (Endrizzi 1974). In 
species such as maize, sorghum, petunia, and peas, the proportion of fertile to aborted 
gametes approximates a I; 1 ratio, while in other species which include wheat, rye, barley. 
Datura,, and Oenothera the proportion of aborted gametes is much lower than expected 
(Schaeffer 1980). This may be due to directed segregation when alternate type segregation is 
favored over adjacent type segregation. 
The FI progeny of crosses between the seven homozygous translocation lines and 
standard normal lines (Table 2) were not examined at meiosis for chromosome associations. 
The percentage pollen and ovule abortion of these F1 plants suggest that they are semisterile, 
that is, heterozygous for the translocation, and one ring of four chromosomes would be 
expected at meiosis. In Pisum, Gottschalk (1978) reported an inverse relationship between 
the number of translocated chromosomes and the fertility of plants in lines heterozygous for a 
translocation. In the present study, the percentage pollen and ovule abortion, and percentage 
reduction in seed set are lower (29% to 53% for pollen abortion, 33% to 42% for ovule 
abortion, and 45% to 56% for reduction in seed set) in Fl plants from crosses between 
translocations and normal lines (Tables 2) than from crosses between translocation lines 
(44% to 80% for pollen abortion, 46% to 55% for ovule abortion, and 58% to 67% for 
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reduction in seed set) (Table 3). A greater number of chromosomes are involved in the 
translocations in progeny showing two rings of four, and one ring of six chromosomes than 
in progeny which have one ring of four chromosomes at meiosis. The pollen and ovule 
abortion data, seed set data, and chromosome association data reported in the present study 
suggest a negative relationship between number of translocated chromosomes and fertility, 
similar to that reported in Pisiim (Gottschalk 1978). 
The frequency of the four principal types of segregations of a quadrivalent at 
metaphase I varies in different translocation heterozygous stocks (Bumham 1962). Thus the 
variation in pollen and ovule abortion observed in this study may well be attributed to the 
relative variation in frequencies of the alternate I and II, and adjacent I and II segregations. 
Abnormal cytological behavior observed in this study, in term of pollen and ovule abortion, 
are similar to those reported as being common in translocation heterozygotes in other crop 
species (Bumham 1962; Ashraf and Bassett 1986). 
Soybean has numerous small chromosomes that are difficult to distinguish 
morphologically at mitotic metaphase (Sen and Vidyabhusan 1960; Ahmad et al. 1983, 
1984). Palmer and Kilen (1987) pointed out the lack of reproducible meiotic techniques for 
soybean chromosome analysis. Somatic chromosome studies for karyotype analysis by others 
have not been conclusive (Ladizinsky et al. 1979; Ahmad et al. 1984). The unambiguous 
identification of chromosomes involved in soybean translocations is a prerequisite for the 
development of a complete tester set of translocations needed to advance classical and 
molecular genetic linkage maps. The late diakinesis and late metaphase I analyses, 
satisfactory for showing ring configurations, are not very useful in locating the position of 
the translocation breakpoint. Singh and Hymowitz (1988) conducted pachytene chromosome 
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analysis and reported the first karyotype of G. max and G. soja. Other methods/techniques 
that could be useful in cytological studies include the Giemsa staining techniques (Mok and 
Mok 1976), use of biotin-labeled probes to map specific DNA sequences on chromosomes 
(Raybum and Gill 1985), and use of trisomies developed from translocation heterozygotes 
(Khush 1973; Singh 1993). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Seven soybean lines identified as translocation homozygotes were intercrossed in a 
half diallel, and also crossed to the cultivar 'Hack'. The F1 plants were analyzed 
cytologically, for pollen and ovule sterility, and for chromosome associations during meiosis. 
Gamete abortion was 50% or less for F1 plants heterozygous for a chromosome 
translocation, and much greater than 50% when the two translocations shared a chromosome 
in common (ring of six), or when two translocations lines with different pairs of 
chromosomes involved in a translocation (two rings of four) were crossed. This may be due a 
greater imbalance in the latter two than the former one. Chromosome associations revealed 
that the translocations in Clark T/T, KS172-11-3, and KS175-7-3 involved one common 
chromosome that is different fi'om the chromosome common in PI 189866, KS 171-31-2, and 
L75-0283-4. Six different chromosomes of the twenty chromosomes are involved in 
reciprocal translocations in the six lines analyzed. 
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Table 1. Origin of seven translocation lines in soybean''. 
Translocation Origin 
Clark T/T Near-isogenic Clark with translocation from PI 101404B {G. soja 
from NE China). 
KSI72-11-3 Translocation from an irradiated population of Hodgson, selected by 
K. Sadanaga. 
KS175-7-3 Translocation from an irradiated population of Steele, selected by K. 
Sadanaga. 
KS171-31-2 Translocation from an irradiated population of Hodgson, selected by 
K. Sadanaga. 
L75-2083-4 Spontaneous translocation in an F4 progeny row of a Beeson x Amsoy 
71 cross. Found by R. G. Palmer in Illinois in 1975. 
PI 189866 Glycine gracilis introduction from NE China, selected by Delannay et 
al. (1982). 
TI16 Strain descended from seed irradiated by Buchholz, reported by 
Williams and Williams (1938). 
Adapted from Palmer and Kilen (1987) 
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Table 2. Pollen sterility, ovule abortion, mean number of seeds per pod, and percentage 
reduction in seed set in F1 plants heterozygous for a chromosome translocation in soybean. 
Pollen Ovule Seeds Seed set 
Translocation Normal sterility'' abortion'' per pod reduction 
line line"* (%) (%) (%) 
T116 1 48.0 ± 1 41.7±3 1.43 52.3 
Clark T/T 1, (2) 47.6 ±3 (44.5 ±3) 35.8 ±2 1.55 48.3 
PI 189866 1 33.6 ±3 38.8 ±2 1.65 45.0 
L75-0283-4 1 49.0 ±2 36.1 ± 2 1.33 55.7 
KSI71-31-2 1 46.3 ± 3 37.1 i3 1.41 53.0 
KS172-11-3 1. (2) 39.5 ± 5 (29.3 ± 1) 32.9 ±3 1.61 46.3 
KS175-7-3 I. (2) 52.6 ± 5 (42.9 ±3) 34.1 ± 5 1.56 48.0 
The cultivar Hack (I) was used as a parent in all seven cross combinations: normal genetic 
line M94-145 (2) was used as a parent in only three cross combinations. 
^ These data are based upon F1 plants from the crosses of homozygous translocation lines 
and the cultivar Hack, and genetic line M94-145 (pollen data in parenthesis). The designation 
± indicates means ± standard deviation. 
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Table 3. Percentage pollen sterility and ovule abortion, seeds per pod, percentage reduction 
in seed set, and chromosome configuration in Fl plants from intercrosses between 
homozygous translocation lines in soybean. 
CKule Seeds Seed Chrom 





Sadanaga Newhouse Sellner Sellner 
Sadanaga: 
Sellner 
Cross combination 1980/81 1979 1990 1990 1980/81:90 
T116 X Clark T/T 
- - -
54 ±3 1.13 62.3 -
X PI 189866 
- -

















63.3 ± 2 49 ±3 1.09 63.7 
-
Clark T/T X PI 189866 67.4 ±2 78.3 ± 5 65.1 ±2 53 ± 3 1.09 63.7 204 
X L75-()283-4 66.6 ± 2 74.0 ± 6 64.9 ± 3 49 ±4 1 1 1  63.0 204 
XKS171-31-2 73.2 ±2 
-
74.2 ± 2 52^:4 1.14 62.0 204 
XKS172-II-3 64.9 ±2 68.7 ±7 62.7  ±2  52 ±4 1 13 62.3 106 
xKS 175-7-3 61.2±3 
-
61.4 3: 1 51 ±2 1.14 62.0 106 
PI 189866 X L75-<)283-4 72.3 ±2 77.9 ± 3 74.1 ± 2 53 ± 3 1.20 60.0 204 
XKS17I-31-2 66.1 ± 5 
-
64.5 ± 3 54 ± 3 1.13 62.3 106 
xK:S172-11-3 68.3 ± 3 73.5 ±3 67.4 ± 3 55 ±4 1.18 60.7 204 
xKS 175-7-3 58.8 ± 5 
-
59.1 ± 5 
- - - -
L75-()283-4 XK.S 171-3 1-2 65.2 ± 1 
-
68.2 ± 3 50 ±4 1.08 64.0 106 
X KS172-11-3 70. 1 := 3 77.6 ± 5 69.1 ± 3 52 i 4 1.04 65.3 204 
X KS175-7-3 63.9 ±3 
-
60.7 ± 2 46^:3 1.02 66.0 204 
KS171-31-2xKS172-ll-3 74.2 ± 7 
-
72.6 4 52 ±3 1.00 66.7 204 
xKS 175-7-3 72.3 ±6 
-
61.8± 3 50 ±3 1.18 60.7 204 
KS172-11-3 xKS 175-7-3 50.2 ±9 - 44.0 ± 6 5 2  ± 2  1.10 63.3 106 
•* Means ± standard deviation. 
Chrom config = chromosome configuration; © = ring of four or six chromosomes. 
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Alternate 2 Noncoorientation 
Chain configurations (chiasmata at 1, 3, and 5 or I, 6, and S) 
Adjacent 2 
C. Possible quadrivalent configurations at metaphase I 
Figure 1. Diagramatic illustration of A. reciprocally translocated chromosomes of a 
translocation heterozygote; the letters a to h represent gene loci; arrows show breakage 
points; B. pachytene configuration; the numbers 1 to 6 indicate chiasmata locations. C. 
possible quadrivalent configurations at metaphase I. (modified from SchaefFer, 1980; Singh, 
1993). 
Figure 2. Photomicrographs of soybean pollen and metaphase I chromosomes. 
A. Pollen from a fertile plant; line represents lOjim. 
B. Pollen from a 50% sterile plant; line represents 10|j.m. 
C. Pollen from a 70% sterile plant; line represents lO^im. 
D. Chromosomes from a normal plant showing 20 bivalents; line represents SOnm. 
E.  Chromosome configuration of translocation heterozygote KS175-7-3 showing a ring of 
IV (arrow) plus 18 bivalents; line represents 50|j,m. 
F. Chromosome configuration from intercross KS 172-11 -3 x KS 175-7-3 showing one chain 
(a) and univalent (b), plus 17 bivalents; line represents I0|a.m. 
G. Chromosome configuration from intercross KS 175-7-3 x Clark T/T showing one 
multivalent, V or VI (arrow), plus 17 bivalents; line represents 20|j,m. 
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LINKAGE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOYBEAN TRANSLOCATION 
BREAKPOINTS AND LOCI OF CLASSICAL GENETIC LINKAGE 
GROUPS 6 AND 8 
A paper to be submitted to Crop Science 
A. A. Mahama and R. G. Palmer 
ABSTRACT 
Reciprocal translocations are important for locating genes to linkage groups (LGs). 
Identifying the chromosomes involved in translocations is necessary for the isolation of tester 
sets. Our objectives were to verify whether classical LGs 6 and 8 of soybean [Glycine max 
(L.) Merr ] are the same or different, and to determine the location of the breakpoints in three 
soybean translocations in relation to mutants of LGs 6 {Df2, Yll) and 8 {Adhl, Ms I, Ms6. 
S/5. WL Y23,). The KS172-11-3, KS175-7-3, and Clark T/T translocations were crossed to 
the same genetic marker types. F2 seed was increased at the University of Pueno Rico/Iowa 
State University soybean nursery, near Isabela, PR. Data for the different characters were 
collected from F2 and F2:3 families grown at the Bruner Farm near Ames. Iowa. 
Recombination values revealed that the Df2 locus was linked to Msl and the translocation 
breakpoint in Clark T/T. The Yll locus is linked to the translocation breakpoints in the three 
translocations but independent of loci of LG 8. Ms I was closely linked to the breakpoints of 
the three translocations. The other loci of LG 8 were independent of the breakpoints. Our 
data suggests that the translocation breakpoint in Clark T/T is between Df2 and Msl. that 
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LGs 6 and 8 are the same LG, and that the translocated chromosomes in the three 
translocations are the same. This information will be useful in assignment of LGs and in the 
isolation of a tester set of translocations. Both tasks will enhance genetic linkage mapping. 
INTRODUCTION 
Reciprocal translocations are useful in locating genes to linkage groups. Cytogenetic 
studies have shown that three of six soybean translocations (KS172-11-3, KS175-7-3, and 
Clark T/T) share a common chromosome and they have been used in linkage studies 
(Sadanaga and Newhouse, 1982; Sellner, 1990; Mahama et al, nd). Weiss (1970) reported a 
recombination value of 12.1 ± 0.7 between the Yl I and Df2 loci that established linkage 
group six. Palmer and Chen (1998) classified F2:3 families and reported recombination 
values of 24.7 ± 2.2, 35.3 ± 3.0, 40.7 ± 2.8, 42.1 x 4.3, and 39.3 ± 5.3 between YII and Df2. 
Wl and Msl, Df2 and Ms I, YII and WI, and Yl I and Ms I, respectively. Based upon 
classification of F2 families, Mahama and Palmer (1998) reported recombination values of 
37.1 ± 2.4, and 28.5± 2.5 between Df2 and Wl, and Ms I and Df2, respectively. These reports 
suggest that classical linkage groups 6 and 8 may be the same linkage group. 
Recombination values between Wl and the translocation breakpoint in KSl 72-11-3 
were reported as 1.9 ± 0.8 (Sadanaga and Grindeland, 1984) and 2.0 ± 1 2 (Sacks and 
Sadanaga, 1984). Sacks and Sadanaga (1984) reported a recombination value of 18.4 ± 3 3 
between the breakpoint in KSl72-11-3 and Ms/. A recombination value of 8.5 ± 1.5 between 
Msl and the translocation breakpoint in Clark T/T was calculated by Palmer and Kaul 
(1983), and a value of 7.1 ± 2.7 was reported by Mahama and Palmer (1998). Mahama and 
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Palmer (1998) reported a recombination value of 19.6 ± 2.2 between the breakpoint in Clark 
T/T and Df2. The Tlocus of linkage group one was reported as independent of the 
breakpoints in KS172-11-3, and Clark T/T (Palmer, 1976b; Sadanaga and Grindeland, 1984), 
The reported linkage relationships between translocation breakpoints and loci of linkage 
groups 6 and 8 further suggest that the two linkage groups may be the same linkage group. 
The above studies reported linkage values between breakpoints and gene loci, but 
only Sacks and Sadanaga (1984), and Mahama and Palmer (1998) showed the breakpoint 
position in relationship with more than one locus. Since a common chromosome is involved 
in an interchange in the three translocations (Mahama et al. nd), it would be important to 
know the locations of the breakpoints as a way of determining the homology of the 
translocated segments. The objectives of our study were to 1) verify whether linkage groups 
6 and 8 are different or the same, and 2) determine the location of the breakpoints in the three 
translocations in relation to mutants of linkage groups 6 and 8. Recombination values were 
calculated based upon segregation data fi'om F2 and/or F2:3 families. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In this study nine genetic marker types and three translocation lines were used. The 
junior author constructed the genetic marker types, with all loci in coupling phase linkage, 
from crosses among genotypes with contrasting characters. The genotypes of the three 
translocations and the genetic marker types are shown in Table 1. All loci express complete 
dominance except the Yll locus, which expresses incomplete dominance. 
Clark T/T is near-isogenic Clark that is homozygous for a translocation derived 
through backcrossing with PI 101404B, Glycine soja Sieb. and Zucc., from NE China 
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(Palmer and Heer, 1984). Translocation lines KS172-11-3 and KS175-7-3 were selected from 
populations grown from irradiated seed of cultivars 'Hodgson', and 'Steele', respectively 
(Sadanaga and Grindeland, 1979). The experiments from which segregation data were 
collected are shown in Table 2. Table 3 presents the phenotypic description of gene loci 
studied. 
Plants of the translocation lines were used as pollen parents in crosses with the 
genetic marker types except in crosses with genotypes carrying the Si5 gene, in which case 
they were used as pod parents. Male-sterile plants of the genotype mslmsl and ms6ms6 were 
used as the pod parents in crosses with plants of the translocation lines. Plants of the 
genotype st5st5, however, are both male and female sterile and are not used for crossing. 
Fertile plants in segregating families were used as pollen parents. The st5 allele is transmitted 
only one-third of the time in cross-pollinations. Standard cross-pollination techniques 
(Walker et al., 1979), were used to make crosses between the translocation lines and the 
genetic marker types during the summers of 1994, 1995, and 1996. Crosses were made at the 
Bruner Farm near Ames. Iowa which has Clarion-Nicollet Loam soil type, and in the USDA-
ARS greenhouse in Ames (for the df2df2 genetic marker type). 
The F1 plants were grown in the University of Puerto Rico-Iowa State University 
soybean nursery near Isabela, PR, which has a very-fine, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic Typic 
Hapludox soil. F1 plants from cross combinations with three or fewer seeds were grown at 
the Bruner Farm. The F1 plants were individually threshed. F2 families were grown in the 
field at the Bruner Farm, and the identities of the plants were maintained. At maturity F2 
plants were visually classified based on pod set, as fertile (mostly three-seeded pods at all 
nodes), sterile (no pods or occasional out-crossed pods at a few nodes), or semisterile (mostly 
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one- or two-seeded pods at all nodes). Dwarf {df2df2) and yellow (_v'2iv'2i) plants were 
classified as fertile or semisterile (heterozygous for translocation) by counting pollen under 
the microscope. Mature flower buds (with petals showing just above the sepals) were 
collected from each plant separately and placed into vials containing 70% ethanol. The 
anthers were squashed and pollen dispersed in a drop of 1% iodine potassium iodide (I^KI) 
solution. On average, 200 pollen grains were counted from each flower bud at 125 - 400x 
magnification to identify fertile plants (grains stained dark golden brown), sterile plants 
(shrunken grains were light-yellowish/ non-stained), and semisterile plants (approximately 
1:1 stained to non-stained grains). At maturity F2 plants were individually threshed. F3 
progenies from self-pollination of F2 plants were grown the following season at the Bruner 
Farm. Approximately 50-60 seeds per progeny row were machine planted in 3m rows, 
spaced 0 .7m apart. Progeny rows were classified for segregation of the various traits. 
Experiments 1 through 10 
Seeds of the genetic marker types identified as adhladhi, alcohol dehydrogenase (EC 
1.2.3.4) null, by starch gel electrophoresis and the translocation lines used for cross-
pollination were planted directly in the field at the Bruner Farm. Plants of the genetic marker 
types were used as the pod parents in cross-pollinations with plants of the translocation lines 
except for experiments 1, 2, and 3 in which the translocations were the pod parents. By 
dusting pollen on the thumbnail, male-sterile plants were identified and used as pod parents 
in cross-pollinations. 
F2 seeds from each cross were placed on moist germination paper and incubated for 
20 to 24 h in a dark growth chamber at 32° C. Seed coats were carefully removed from each 
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imbibed seed without breaking the radicles. Using a Drummond 100 |il punch (model 375), 
100 |ig samples were taken from cotyledons of each imbibed seed, away from the embryo, 
and placed into separate 1.5 ml graduated micro-centrifuge tubes. The micro-centrifuge tubes 
contained 30 ^1 of homogenization buffer (composed of 16.7 g sucrose, and 8.3 g ascorbic 
acid - sodium salt, dissolved in 100 ml de-ionized distilled water). Seeds and tubes were 
labeled with identical numbers. The cotyledon samples were stored at -72° C until assayed 
The imbibed seeds were returned to the growth chamber and transplanted to peat pots 
two days later. After the first trifoliolate leaves had expanded, seedlings were hardened off 
for three to five days. While in the peat pots, seedlings were scored for hypocotyl color 
which has a pleiotropic effect with flower color (fT/ locus). The seedlings were transplanted 
to the field at the Bruner Farm, in rows 100cm apart, with 45cm between seedlings. In the 
field, F2 plants were classified for plant color and flower color. Fertility or semisterility of 
yellow (y'23y23) F2 plants was determined as described earlier. F2 green plants, and also 
yellow plants (to complement pollen data) were visually classified, based upon pod set, as 
fertile (mostly three-seeded pods at all nodes), sterile (no pods or occasional natural out 
crossed hybrid pods at a few nodes), or semisterile (mostly one- or two-seeded pods at all 
nodes). The stored cotyledon samples were used to classify for segregation (presence or 
absence of band 1) of alcohol dehydrogenase isozyme (EC I 2.3.4) by following the starch 
gel electrophoresis procedure (Cardy and Beversdorf, 1984), with modifications (Mahama et 
al. 1995). Starch gels were prepared by using 12.14% potato starch concentrations with D gel 
and electrode buffer systems. The composition of the electrode buffer was 0.55 g, instead of 
1.5 g, citric acid per liter of de-ionized distilled water. Gels were run at a constant power of 
7.5 W lor 7.5 h, instead of 9.5 W for 5.5 h, in a 4° C chromatographic cooling chamber. 
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Experiments 11 through 15 
Seeds of the genetic marker types and the translocation lines were planted directly in 
the field at the Bruner Farm. Fertile and male-sterile plants were identified as described for 
experiments 1 through 10, and used as the pod (mslms and ms6ms6), and pollen {Si5-) 
parents in cross-pollinations with plants of the translocation lines. 
Yellow F2 plants (genotype were small and weak as a resuh of competition 
from green siblings, and were difficult, and sometimes impossible to classify accurately for 
fertility/semisterility because they set very few pods or no pods. F2 y23y23 plants were 
classified for sterility/semisterility by counting pollen as described previously. 
Experiments 16 through 19 
Seeds of the genetic marker types and the translocation lines were planted directly in 
the field at the Bruner Farm. Male-sterile, yellow-green plants were identified as described 
previously, and used as the pod parents in cross-pollinations with plants of the translocation 
lines. F2 populations derived from homozygous (YIlYI/), and heterozygous {YllylI) F1 
plants were classified for plant color six weeks after planting. 
Experiments 20 and 21 
Seeds of the genetic marker types were planted in a sandbench in the USDA-ARS 
greenhouse in Ames, and the yellow-green seedlings transplanted to a soil mi.xture of 2 soil; 
1 sand: 1 peatmoss. Seeds of the translocation lines were planted directly in pots. All plants 
were grown under fluorescent and metal halide lamps with 14 h days and summer and winter 
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temperatures were 29° - 35° C, and 24° - 29° C, respectively. Male-sterile, yellow-green 
plants were identified at anthesis and used in cross-pollinations as pod parents. 
Dwarf F2 plants {df2c^) were classified for sterility/semisterility by counting pollen 
as described previously. F2 populations derived from homozygous (Yl lYll), and 
heterozygous (Yl lyl 1) F1 plants were classified as described previously. 
Data Analyses 
Recombination values were calculated by using the LINKAGE-1 computer program 
(Suiter et al, 1983), which utilizes the maximum likelihood method (Allard, 1956). 
Recombination values between the translocation breakpoints and the gene loci were 
calculated following the methods of Hanson and Kramer (1950), and Joachim (1947). 
R e c o m b i n a t i o n  v a l u e s  b e t w e e n  t h e  Y l l  l o c u s  a n d  t h e  o t h e r  l o c i ,  a s  w e l l  a s  b e t w e e n  t h e  Y ' l I  
locus and the translocation breakpoints were calculated, using appropriate maximum 
likelihood estimation coefficients derived following the method of Mather (1935, 1951). The 
maximum likelihood estimator for recombination frequency is the value of p that would 
satisfy the equation below. 
The F2 phenotypic classes involving Y l l  and gene loci are; 
a = Y l l  Y l  / .4-. b = Yl I Yl I aa, c = Yl lyl I A-, and d = Yl lyl 1 aa 
where A-, is either WI-, or Msl- or Df2-, and aa is either wlwl, or mslmsl, or df2df2. 
The expectations of these classes are, respectively. 
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The maximum likelihood equation used for estimating recombination values is: 
- a 
\ - p - }  P'  J 
- C  
^  \ - l p  ^  ^  
I - /7  + /7-
+ d 1 - 2 / 7  
P - P '  J  
= 0. 
The standard errors for recombination values were calculated using the formula 
/¥ 7 _ l  2 p - 2 / 7 -  I  f  l p - \ - 2 p -\ V ^ - P - P ' J  K  P - P '  J .  
I : 
where n is the number of plants classified. 
The F2 phenotypic classes involving Y l I  and semisterility are; 
a' = YllYll SS, b' = YllYll N, c' = Yllyll SS, and d' = Yllyll N 
where SS means semisterile, and N means fertile. 
The expectations of these classes are, respectively. 
l - 4 p  +  4 p '  I  4 p - A p '  i  
^ r ^ J j ^ J 
The maximum likelihood equation for estimating recombination values is; 
2 - 4 p  r i - 2 p ^ ,  r  
a'\ V j-A' -
K P - P J  K . ' ^ - ^ P  +  P '  
2 - 4 p  
I - 2 p  +  2 p '  K P ' P ' )  
The standard errors for recombination values were calculated using the formula 
' n ( f I \ 
+ 
4 - 4 /7  +  4 /7  
P - P '  )  
-9,n- ^ f \ 6 p  -  16/7"  ^  8/7 8/7  
I -  2 / 7  +  2 p '  \ - 2 p  +  2 p -
^ 4 - 8 / 7  +  8 / 7 - ^ ^  
^  P - P '  J J 
where n is the number of plants classified. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The ms6, and st5 alleles were successfully transmitted in experiments 7 and 12, 
respectively. Family size was, in general, small for linkages involving AdhI due to the 
amount of work involved in sampling and transplanting seedlings. Families that segregated 
for YII also were small in size. Pubescence color locus (7) (of classical genetic linkage 
group 1) segregated independently of loci of linkage groups 6 and 8, as well as the 
translocation breakpoints (Tables 4, 5. and 6). This further confirms earlier reports of 
independent assortment between T and loci of linkage groups 6 and 8 (Broich et al, 1978; 
Bult et al, 1989; Buzzell, 1974, 1975, 1979; Devine and O'Neill, 1986; Keaschall et al, 1981; 
Palmer, 1976b; Palmer, 1977; Palmer and Kaul, 1983; Sadanaga and Grindeland, 1984; 
Skorupskaand Palmer, 1989; Weiss, 1970; Yee and Palmer, 1984). 
Linkage among loci oflinkage group 8 
Recombination values among loci oflinkage group 8 are shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6, 
Recombination values were similar for loci pair common to the three translocations and 
ranged from 19 ± 4.5% to 23 ± 2.8%, and 18 ± 3.9% to 27 ± 5.3%, for Wl -Adhl, and W1 -
Ms I, respectively. WI and St5 were linked with a recombination value of 19 ± 10 5%, while 
the recombination value between Wl - Ms6 was 5 ± 4.5%. and between Adhl - Y23 were 6 ± 
11.5% to 8 ± 9.9%. Calculations based upon F2 and F2;3 data show that recombination 
values between WI and St5 were 19 ± 10.5% (Table 5), 18 ± 2.6% (Table 7), and 34 ± 6.1% 
(Table 8). Skorupska and Palmer (1990), and Lewers and Palmer (1993) calculated similar 
values. The recombination value between Y23 and St5 was 6 ± 1.4% for KS172-11-3 (Table 
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7), which is similar to the value calculated by Lewers and Palmer (1993). A rather high 
value, 21 ± 4.3%, was calculated for the KS175-7-3 translocation. The recombination value 
between Adhl - MsI varied from 28 ± 8.2% to 37 ± 6.4%. Variation in recombination values 
have been documented in soybean (Griffin and Palmer, 1987; Palmer and Chen, 1998: 
Palmer et al., 1998; Pfeiffer, 1993; Pfeiffer and Vogt, 1990;). The recombination values, 
though varying, are in close agreement with those from other reports (Mahama and Palmer, 
1998 and references cited therein). 
Linkage between Y l l  and D f 2  and loci of linkage group 8 
The recombination value between Yll and Df2 was 27 ± 6.0% (Table 6). This value 
is twice the value of 12.1 ± 0.7% reported by Weiss (1970) from F2 repulsion data. It is, 
however, similar to the value of 24.7 ± 2.2% reported by Palmer and Chen (1998) from F2;3 
coupling data. As mentioned earlier, differences in recombination values have been reported 
in soybean, and Mather (1951) and Butler (1968) have demonstrated how significantly 
recombination values differ between crosses in repulsion phase as opposed to coupling 
phase. Recombination values revealed independent assortment between Yll -Wl (42 ± 
7.9%, 79 ± 8.2%, and 71 ± 3.8% for KSI72-11-3, KS175-7-3, and Clark T/T, respectively) 
and Yll -Msl (52 ± 8 1%, 80 ± 8.0%, 50 ±4.7% for KS 172-11-3, KSl 75-7-3, and Clark 
T/T, respectively). Recombination values for Wl - Df2, and Msl - Df2 were 38 ± 3.3% and 
21 ± 2.1%, respectively (Table 9). These values are similar to those reported by Palmer and 
Chen (1998) and Mahama and Palmer (1998), and suggest linkage between these loci of 
linkage groups 6 and 8. 
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Linkage between translocation breakpoints and loci of linkage groups 6 and 8 
The Y I I  locus assorted independently of the breakpoints in KS172-11-3 and KSI75-
7-3 (Tables 4 and 5), while showing linkage in Clark T/T (23 ± 2.7%) (Table 6). The 
recombination value between Df2 and the breakpoint in Clark T/T was 21 ± 2.7% from F2 
data (Table 6), and 7 ± 0.1% from F2:3 data (Table 9). The value of 7 ± 0.1% would be 
considered more accurate since classification was based upon progeny rows as opposed to 
single plants in F2 classification. In the F2 generation it was difficult to accurately classify 
dwarf plants for any trait by visual observation. Even where microscopic pollen observation 
was used to classify for sterility and semisterility, poor pollen quality precluded accurate 
classification of some dwarf plants. 
Recombination values between Wl and the breakpoints were similar for the three 
translocations (Tables 7, 8, and 9). Sadanaga and Grindeland (1984), and Sacks and 
Sadanaga (1984) reported values of 1.9 ± 0 8% and 2.0 ± 1.2%, respectively for KS172-11-3. 
These values are different from the values calculated in our study. The difference may be 
attributable to the different methods used to collect data related to the translocation. Whereas 
we visually classified for semisterility due to translocation heterozygosity based upon pod set 
in order to estimate recombination frequency, recombination values in these other reports 
were calculated based upon observation of chromosome number and constitution. Our 
recombination values may represent loose linkage or independent assortment. Independent 
assortment was reported between WI and the breakpoint in Clark T/T (Palmer, 1976; Palmer 
and Kaul, 1983). Recombination values showed close linkage between Ms I and the 
breakpoints in the three translocations (3 ± 3.7 for KS172-11-3, 17 ± 3.7 for KS175-7-3, and 
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13 ± 1.5 for Clark T/T) whereas the other loci of linkage group eight were independent of the 
breakpoints. 
The placement of genes in relationship with each other and with the translocation 
breakpoints is based upon the recombination values calculated. Figure I presents consensus 
linkage maps for linkage groups 6 and 8. Recombination values were based upon segregating 
data from intercrosses between genetic marker stocks only. Linkage maps based upon data 
from this study are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 for KS172-11-3, KS175-7-3, and Clark T/T. 
respectively. With the exception of recombination between WI and Ms I, recombination 
values shown on the consensus map (Figure 1) were similar to those calculated in this study 
The relatively close linkage between Ms I and the translocation breakpoints may have 
accounted for the lower recombination values observed between IVI and Msl. 
The linkage relationship between loci of linkage groups 6 and 8, and between the 
translocation breakpoints and loci of the two linkage groups suggests that the two linkage 
groups  may be  same.  As shown in  Figures  2 ,  3 ,  and 4 ,  the  breakpoint  i s  to  the  lef t  oiMsI  
and away from the rest of the loci of linkage group 8. Our data suggest that the breakpoint is 
closer to Msl in KS172-11-3 than in the other two translocations. Df2 is closely linked to the 
breakpoint in Clark T/T (Table 9, Figure 4). Considering the linkage relationship between 
Df2 and Msl, and between Yll and Msl, the breakpoint would be between Df2 and Msl Our 
linkage data suggest that Df2 and Yll (of linkage group 6) are on the same chromosome with 
genes of linkage group 8, with Yll distal to Msl, and also that the chromosomes segments in 




The pubescence color locus, T, of linkage group 1 is independent of the loci of 
linkage groups 6 and 8 and the breakpoints of the KS172-11-3, KS175-7-3. and Clark T/T 
translocations. Df2 and Yll of linkage group 6 are linked with a recombination value of 27 ± 
6.0. The recombination values calculated among loci of linkage group 8 in this study are in 
close agreement with values reported in other studies. YII shows loose linkage or may be 
independent of loci of linkage group 8 and the translocation breakpoints, except for Clark 
T/T where it is linked to the breakpoint. However, Df2 is linked to Ms I and to the 
translocation breakpoint in Clark T/T. Msl shows close linkage to the translocation 
breakpoints while the other loci show loose linkage or are independent of the breakpoints. 
The breakpoint of the translocation, as our data suggest, is between Msl and Df2. Linkage 
groups 6 and 8 are the same linkage group. Our linkage data suggest that the chromosomes 
segments in the three translocations are identical. The findings of this study and similar 
studies will be useful in the assignment of linkage groups and the isolation of tester set of 
translocations, and will therefore enhance genetic linkage mapping. 
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Table I. Genotypes of three homozygous translocation soybean lines and genetic marker 
types used in crosses. 
Translocation line Genotype 
Clark T/T WIWI AdhlAdhl  Yl lYl l  Y23Y23 MslMsI  Ms6Ms6 St5Sl5 TTDf2Df2 
KS172-11-3 WIWI AdhlAdhl  YIIYII  Y23Y23 MsIMsI Ms6Ms6 St5Si5 t t  Dj2Df2 
KS175-7-3 W I W I  A d h l A d h l  Y I I Y I I  Y 2 3 Y 2 3  M s I M s I  M s 6 M s 6  S t 5 S t 5  t t  D f 2 D f 2  
Marker type 
1 wlwl adhladhi  Mslmsl  
2 wlwl adhladhi  Ms6ms6 
3 wlwl adhladhi  St5st5 
4 wlwl adhladhiy23y23 
5 w I w I  y 2 3 y 2 3  S t 5 s t 5  
6 w I »i' / y23y23 Ms6ms6 
1 wlwl Yl ly 11 Mslmsl 
8 wlwl df2(^Yl lyII  Mslmsl  
9  H'/  VI '  I  y23y23 Mslmsl  
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Table 2. Experiments identified by cross-combinations of female and male parents. 
Experiment Genetic marker by translocation pair 
1 KS172-11-3 X  w / w /  adhladhl TT 
2 KS175-7-3 X  wlwl adhladhl  TT 
-> 
J  Clark T/T x wlwl adhladhl  TT 
4 wlwl adhladhl  mslmsl  TTx KS 172-11-3 
5 wlwl adhladhl  mslmsl  TT x  KS 175-7-3 
6 wlwl adhladhl  mslmsl  TTx Clark T/T 
7 wlwl adhladhl  ms6ms6 x Clark T/T 
8 wlwl adhladhl  y23y23 TTx KS 172-11-3 
9 wlwl adhladhly23y23 TTx KS175-7-3 
10 wlwl adhladhl  y23y23 TTx Clark T/T 
11 KS 172-11-3 X  wlwl y23y23 St5st5 TT 
12 KS 175-7-3 X  wlwl y23y23 StSstS TT 
13 Clark T/T x wlwl y23y23 St5st5 TT 
14 w I w I y23y23 TT x KS 172-11 -3 
15 wlwly23y23 TTx Clark T/T 
16 wlwl Yl ly l l  mslmsl  TTx KS 172-11-3 
17 wlwl Yl ly l l  mslmsl  7TxKS175-7-3 
18 wlwl Yl ly l I  mslmsl  TTx Clark T/T 
19 wlwl Yl lYl l  mslmsl  TTx Clark T/T 
20 vi7h7 df2c^ mslmsl TT x Clark T/T 
21 wlwl df2df2 Yl ly l l  mslmsl  TTx Clark T/T 
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Table 3, Phenotypic description of alleles of soybean gene loci studied. 
Gene Linkage group Phenotype Reference 
T I Tawny pubescence Piper and Morse (1910), Woodworth 
(1921) 
t 1 Gray pubescence 
Df2 6 Normal Porter and Weiss (1948), symbol by Byth 
and Weber (1969) 
dp. 6 Dwarf 
Yll  6 Normal (heterozygote Weber and Weiss (1959) 
has greenish yellow 
leaves) 
yl l  6 Lethal yellow 
Adhl 8 ADH band 1 present Gorman and Kiang (1978), Kiang and 
Gorman (1983) 
adhl 8 ADH band 1 absent 
Ms I 8 Fertile Brim and Young (1971), Boerma and 
Cooper (1978), Palmer et al. (1978) 
msl 8 Male sterile 
Ms6 8 Fertile Skorupska and Palmer (1989) 
ms6 8 Male sterile 
St5 8 Fertile Palmer and Kaul (1983) 
st5 8 Desynaptic sterile 
WI 8 Purple Takahashi and Fukuyama (1919), 
Woodworth (1923) 
wl 8 White 
Y23 8 Normal Palmer et al (1990) 
y23 8 Leaves yellowish-
white and necrotic 
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Table 4. Recombination values among loci of classical linkage groups 6 and 8, and their 
relationship with the breakpoint in the KS172-11 -3 soybean translocation. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair Experiment a b c d plants X" R± SE-
Wl-Adhl 1,4,8, 233 35 40 81 389 115.65 20 ±4.8 
WI-Msl 4,16 173 39 39 52 303 45 49 27 ±5.3 
WI-Y23 8,11,14 530 53 83 176 842 313.81 16 r 3.3 
Wl-T 1,8,11,14,16 552 176 244 62 1004 2.89 
Adhl-Msl 4 103 33 30 24 190 7.50 37 ±6.2 
Adhl-Y23 8 68 5 J 24 100 64.43 8 ±9.9 
Adhl-T 1,8 79 23 38 9 149 0.22 I 
Msl-T 16 58 21 23 11 113 0.39 I 
Y23-T 8,14 259 76 111 31 477 0.04 I 
AYY* aYY AYy aVy 
Wl-Yll  16 32 12 49 20 113 2.27 I 
Msl-Yl l  16 32 12 47 22 113 3.34 I 
T-YII  16 -> -> 11 48 21 113 2.59 I 
a'-' b' c' d' 
1.4,8,11,14,16 545 278 93 237 1153 141.26 14 ± 1.5 
Adhl-lv 1,4,8 152 87 45 48 332 5.50 28 ± 5.2 
Msl-Tv 1,16 137 75 - - 212 18.13 3 ±3.7 
K2i-Tr 8,11,14 373 240 67 162 842 69.17 16 ±2.0 
r-Tr 1.8,11,14,16 407 340 120 103 970 0.09 I 
r//-Tr 16 38 19 9 13 79 4,05 50 ±0.0 
Class designations per Allard (1956) 
" R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error 
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Table 4. (continued) 
^ I = independent assortment 
' AYY = Yl lY 11 Df2-^ aYY = YIIYI Idfldfl^ AYy = YllyllDfl-. aYy = YllYl ldf ldf l  
" a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' recessive semisterile, 
d' = recessive fertile 
^ Tr = translocation breakpoint 
Table 5. Recombination values among loci of classical linkage groups 6 and 8, and their 
relationship with the breakpoint in the KS175-7-3 soybean translocation. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair Experiment a b c d plants 
•y 
X * R± SE-
Wl-Adhl 2,5,9, 330 23 46 81 450 117.50 19r 4.5 
Wl-Msl 5,17 418 65 29 93 605 198.90 18±3.9 
Wl-St5 12 64 4 8 7 83 17.78 19±10.5 
WI-Y23 9,12 1169 85 112 163 1529 457.37 16±2.5 
Wl-T 2,5,9,17 511 190 138 41 880 1.30 1^ 
Adhl-Msl 5 84 19 9 13 125 15.72 28 ± 8.2 
Adhl-Y23 9 59 4 0 12 75 52.68 6±11.5 
Adhl-T 2,5,9 225 115 45 15 400 1.81 I 
Msl-T 5,17 335 96 118 31 580 0.14 I 
Y22-T 9 28 12 7 3 50 0.00 1 
AYY' aYY AYy aYy 
Wl-Yll  17 16 30 2 J 51 0.79 1 
Ms I-Y11 17 14 29 4 4 51 1.89 I 
T-YII  17 14 28 4 5 51 1.47 I 
a'^ b' c' d' 
Wl-lv* 2,5,9,12,17 1007 860 160 189 2216 8.24 31 ± 2.4 
Adhl-lv 2.5,9 207 155 10 46 418 20.42 12 ± 2.4 
Msl-Tv 5,17 257 191 - - 448 9.72 17 ± 3.7 
StS-Jv 12 46 26 - - 72 5.56 4 ±6.6 
Y23-1t 9,12 720 561 70 167 1518 44.47 19± 1,7 
r-Tr 2,5,9,17 272 268 143 65 748 23.57 1 
YII- lx  17 18 4 11 10 43 0.94 I 
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Table 5. (continued) 
* Class designations per Allard (1956) 
" R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error 
^ I = independent assortment 
* AYY = YIlYlIDf2- ,  aYY = YIlYIIdf2df2,  AYy = Yllyl lDfl-^  aYy = YllYl ldf2df2 
a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' recessive semisterile, d' = recessive fertile 
^ Tr = translocation breakpoint 
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Table 6. Recombination values among loci of classical linkage groups 6 and 8, and their 
relationship with the breakpoint in the Clark T/T soybean translocation. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair Experiment a b c d plants ? X " R xSE^ 
Wl-Adhl 3,6,7,10 665 122 99 177 1063 239.02 23 r 2.8 
Wl-Msl 6,18,19,20,21 2466 329 530 450 3775 525.73 27 ± 1.5 
Wl-Ms6 7 210 6 10 74 300 225.12 5 ±5.8 
WI-Y23 10,13,15 1467 229 157 360 2213 639.13 19 ±2.0 
Wl-Df2 20,21 835 194 254 139 1422 43.25 36 ±2.3 
Wl-T 6,13 602 190 178 53 1023 O.Il 
Adhl-Msl 6 180 40 54 39 313 19.55 34 ±4.9 
Adhl-Ms6 7 197 26 26 51 300 89.35 19 ± 5.5 
Adhl-Y23 10 241 10 15 84 350 236 33 7 =5.3 
Adhl-T 6 26 9 10 4 49 0.04 I 
Msl-Df2 20,21 944 145 195 138 1422 126.56 30 ±2.4 
MsJ-T 6 26 11 10 2 49 0.79 1 
AYY' aYY AYy aYy 
WI-YII  18.21 79 35 157 69 340 3.30 I 
Msl-YII  18,21 94 33 162 51 340 2.66 I 
Df2-Yl l  21 34 5 75 11 125 10.20 27 ±6.0 
3,6,7,10,13,15,18 a'' b' c' d' 
Wl-lv* 19,20,21, 2625 183 627 450 5536 4.07 38 ±2.5 
Adhl-lv 3,6,7,10 374 325 121 96 916 0.25 I 
Msl-lv 6,18,19,20,21 1876 112 - - 3000 188.50 7± 1.1 
Ms6-'YT 7 115 108 - - 233 0.22 I 
Y23-Tr 10,13,15 882 743 314 274 2213 0.05 I 
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Table 6. (continued) 
Dfi-lT 20,21 625 319 93 102 1139 32.45 21 ±2.1 
r-Tr 6,13 421 349 138 103 1011 0.36 I 
Yll-Jr  18,21 49 45 130 45 269 40.78 23 ±2.7 
Class designations per Allard (1956) 
' R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error 
^ I = independent assortment 
' AYY = YllYl lDfl- ,  aYY = YI lYI  Idf ldf l^  AYy = Yl ly 11 Df2-, aYy = YIIYlIdf2df2 
' a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' recessive semisterile. d' = recessive fertile 
Tr = translocation breakpoint 
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Table 7. Recombination values among loci of classical linkage group 8 and their 
relationship with the breakpoint in the KS172-11-3 soybean translocation; Experiment 11 
F2:3 data. 
Classes No. F2;3 
Loci pair AABB AABb AaBB AaBb families X " R rSE' 
WI-Y23 34 21 13 152 220 76.06 13 r 2.1 
Wl-St5 31 30 17 142 220 49.86 18 -2.6 
St5-Y23 35 11 6 168 220 121.9 6 r 1.4 
SSAA- NAA SSAa Naa 
Wl-lr ^ 28 19 118 55 220 19.93 30 ±4.5 
Y23- t x  27 14 119 60 220 26.48 J J ± 5.3 
St5-lx 42 19 104 55 220 3.55 45 = 17.7 
R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error 
* 
" SS = semisteriie, N = fertile 
^ Tr = translocation breakpoint 
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Table 8. Recombination values among loci of classical linkage group 8 and their 
relationship with the breakpoint in the KS175-7-3 soybean translocation; Experiment 12 
F2;3 data. 
Classes No. F2;3 
Loci pair •AABB AABb AaBB AaBb families X ' R ±SE' 
WI-Y23 29 14 9 48 100 39.99 18±3  8  
Wl-S(5 28 34 10 28 100 44.72 34 ±6.1 
St5-Y23 38 24 5 -» J J 100 81.51 21 ±4.3 
SSAA' NAA SSAa Naa 
WI-Tx  ^  22 16 51 11 100 3.11 27 ± 5.7 
Y23-1x  28 15 45 12 100 5.46 39 ±I 1.6 
St5-lv 39 23 34 4 100 3.55 r 
^ R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error 
SS = semisterile, N = fertile 
^ Tr = translocation breakpoint 
* I = independent assortment 
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Table 9. Recombination values among loci of classical linkage group 8 and their 
relationship with the breakpoint in the Clark T/T soybean translocation; Experiment 20 
F2:3 data. 
Classes No. F2;3 
Loci pair AABB AABb AaBB AaBb families X ' R =SE' 
Wl-Df2 78 99 82 173 432 22.77 38 ± 3 3  
Wl-Msl 107 78 53 194 432 95.18 25 ± 2.3 
Msl-Df2 123 62 54 193 432 147.61 22 ±2.0 
SSAA- NAA SSAa Naa 
Wl-lr ^ 82 186 78 86 432 3.98 30 ±3.2 
Msl-Tv 59 209 126 38 432 30.16 13 ± 1.5 
Df2-lx s J J 235 144 20 432 61.75 7 ±0,1 
* R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error 
' SS = semisterile, N = fertile 
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Figure 1. Consensus linkage maps of classical genetic linkage groups 6 (A) and 8 (B) 
(Palmer and Hedges, 1993). 
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Yll  Tr Ms I Wl Y23 St5 Adhl 
I \ I I I I I 
, 13 ±2.1 , 6± 1.4 , 
30 ± 4.5 
33 ± 5.3 
I 16±3.3 






18 ± 2.6 
I  8  ±10 .0  
20 ±4.8 
37 ±6.2 
Figure 2. Linkage map from recombination values calculated from F2 and F2:3 (bold face 
type) data for the KS172-11 -3 soybean translocation line. 
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Yll  Tr Ms I Wl Y23 St5 Adhl 
I I I I I \ I 
^8 ± 3.8 , 21 ± 4.3 , 
34 ±6.1 





17±3 .7  
I , 
L 6 ±  I I . 5  
19 ±4.5 
28 ±8.2 
Figure 3. Linkage map from recombination values calculated from F2 and F2;3 (bold face 
type) data for the KS175-7-3 soybean translocation line. 
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Yll Df2 Tr Ms I Wl Ms6 Y23 Adhl 
_j I I I I I I I 
, 25 ± 2.3 , 
• 22 ± 2.0 
38 ± 3.3 
,7  ±0.1,  
27 ±6.0 , 
, 23 ±2.7 
I 13 ± 1.5 I 
50 ±4.7 
30 ± 3.2 
19 ±2.0 , 7±5.3 , 
5 ±5.8 , 19 ±5.5 
23 ±2.8 J 
34 ±4.9 
Figure 4. Linkage map from recombination values calculated from F2 and F2:3 (bold face 
type) data for the Clark T/T soybean translocation line. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Genetic linkage studies provide information that is important in the assignment of 
genes to linkage groups. Translocations are particularly useful in locating genes to linkage 
groups. The availability of a complete tester set of 20 translocations would enhance classical 
and molecular genetic linkage mapping. An initial step in linkage studies with translocations 
is the isolation of independent translocations. 
Analyses of seven soybean translocations revealed that spore abortion was 50% or 
less for F1 plants derived from intercrosses of translocation lines by a standard normal 
chromosome line. Spore abortion was in general higher (up to 75%) when the two 
translocations intercrossed shared a chromosome in common (ring of six), or when two 
translocations with different pairs of chromosomes involved in interchanges (two rings of 
four) were crossed. Chromosome associations showed that the translocations in KS 172-11-3, 
KS 175-7-3, and Clark T/T involved one common chromosome that is different from the 
chromosome common to PI 189866, KS 171-31-2, and L75-0283-4. Six different 
chromosomes, of the twenty chromosomes, are involved in reciprocal translocations in the 
six translocation lines analyzed. 
Recombination values were calculated using segregating data from F2 and F2;3 
families derived by crossing three (KS172-11-3, KS175'7-3, and Clark T/T ) of the seven 
described soybean translocations to genetic marker types of contrasting characters. The 
pubescence color locus, T, of classical genetic linkage group 1 was independent of loci of 
linkage groups 6 and 8, and the breakpoints of the three translocations. The plant height 
locus, Df2, and plant color locus, YI I, of linkage group 6 were linked (27 ± 6.0). 
Recombination values calculated among loci of linkage group 8 were in close agreement 
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with values reported in other studies. Yl I shows loose linkage or may be independent of loci 
of linkage group 8 and the translocation breakpoints, except for Clark T/T where it is linked 
to the breakpoint. However, Df2 is linked to Ms I and to the translocation breakpoint in Clark 
T/T. Ms I showed close linkage to the translocation, while the other loci of linkage group 8 
showed loose linkage or were independent of the breakpoints. Our data suggest that the 
breakpoint is distal to Msl, and is between Ms I and Df2. Linkage groups 6 and 8 are the 
same linkage group, and the chromosomes segments in the three translocations are identical. 
Findings of these studies will be useful in the assignment of linkage groups and in the 
isolation of a tester set of translocations in soybean, and will therefore enhance genetic 
linkage mapping. 
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTARY DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS 
The appendix includes data and figures supplementary to the second manuscript, 
"Linkage relationships between soybean translocation breakpoints and loci of classical 
genetic linkage groups 6 and 8". All tables show recombination values among loci and 
between loci and the translocation breakpoints, calculated from segregation data collected 
from separate experiments. In each table recombination values for loci pair, and between loci 
and translocation breakpoints common to the three translocations are shown. 
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Table Al. Segregation data from crosses of three homozygous translocation soybean line by 
genetic marker type wIwladhladhlTT, F2 data. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair Experiment a b c d plants X' R±SE%-
Wl-Adhl I 54 14 9 22 99 23.40 23±9.4 
2 185 10 25 30 250 77.90 17 + 6.1 
J 66 14 5 15 100 25.70 21 ±9.5 
Wl-T 1 51 16 28 4 99 1.74 r" 
2 130 70 30 20 250 0.43 1 
Adhl-T 1 49 14 30 6 99 0.44 1 
2 135 80 25 10 250 0.97 I 
a' ^ b' c' d' 
Wl-lx' 1 41 26 13 19 99 3.67 1 
2 110 90 20 30 250 -> -> J.J J 1 
J 43 38 12 7 100 0.33 I 
Adhl-Tv I 40 23 14 22 99 5.66 22 ± 7.5 
2 125 90 5 30 250 16.13 10 ±2.7 
J 38 36 16 10 100 0.85 I 
7-Tr 1 43 37 12 7 99 0.27 1 
2 60 100 70 20 250 48.13 1 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
" R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile. d' = recessive 
fertile 
Tr = translocation breakpoint. 
' I = independent assortment. 
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Table A2. Segregation data from crosses of genetic marker type w IwIadhladhlmsImsITI' 
by three homozygous translocation soybean lines; F2 data. 
Classes' No. F2 
Loci pair Experiment a b c d plants 1 X" R±SE%-
Wl-Adhl 4 119 12 18 41 190 73.61 16 ± 7.0 
5 92 8 11 14 125 31,77 19 - 8.6 
6 192 29 27 65 313 102.32 18 ± 5 4 
Wl-Msl 4 104 27 29 30 190 17.71 31 -6.4 
5 87 14 5 19 125 42.56 17 ± 8.6 
6 196 24 43 50 313 66.50 24 ± 5.3 
Adhl-Msl 4 103 J J 30 24 190 7.50 37 + 6.2 
5 84 19 9 13 125 15.72 28 ± 8.1 
6 180 40 54 39 313 19.55 34 ±4.9 
Wl-T 5 58 22 17 •* J 100 1.33 
6 23 12 13 1 49 3.78 1 
Adhl-T 5 62 21 13 4 100 0.02 1 
6 26 9 10 4 49 0.04 1 









49 0.79 I 
Wl-Tr'' 4 69 35 18 11 133 0.42 I 
5 48 38 J 4 93 0 61 1 
6 107 92 28 16 243 0 60 1 
Adhl-Jr 4 68 35 19 11 133 0.20 37 ± 14.0 
5 50 34 1 8 93 4,91 8 -4.0 
6 99 80 34 30 243 0.07 1 
Ms7-Tr 4 87 46 - - 133 12.64 2 ±6.4 
5 51 42 - - 93 0.87 1 
6 135 108 - - 243 3.00 I 
r-Tr 5 36 31 16 10 93 0.61 I 
6 17 9 8 J 37 0.44 1 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
' R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ I = independent assortment. 
a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile;" T r = translocation breakpoint. 
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Table A3. Segregation data from a cross of genetic marker type wl\vladhladhlms6ms6 by 
the Clark T/T homozygous translocation soybean line; F2 data. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair a b c d plants r R±SE%* 
Wl-Adhl 188 29 36 47 300 59.40 24 ± 5.4 
WI-Ms6 210 6 10 74 300 225.12 O
O 
Adhl-Ms6 197 26 26 51 300 89.35 19 r 5.5 
a'^' b' c' d' 
PVJ-Tr' 112 101 -> J 7 223 0.79 1 
Adhl-Tv 102 95 13 13 223 0.07 1 
Ms6-Tr 115 108 
- -
223 0.22 r" 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
" R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile. 
Tr = translocation breakpoint. 
" I = independent assortment. 
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Table A4. Segregation data from crosses of genetic marker type w Iw ladhIacihIy23y231Thy 
three homozygous translocation soybean tines; F2 data. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair E.xperiment a b c d plants C R±SE%-
ni-Adhl 8 60 9 13 18 100 22.00 23 ±9,4 
9 53 5 10 7 75 10.37 26 ± 10,7 
10 219 50 31 50 350 56.77 26 r 4,9 
f f f - y j j  8 61 8 10 21 100 32.75 18 ±9 6 
9 51 7 8 9 75 13.09 24 ± 10,8 
10 230 40 26 54 350 87.20 21 ±5 1 
Adhl-Y23 8 68 5 3 24 100 64,43 8 + 9 9 
9 59 4 0 12 75 52.68 6 ± 11,5 
10 241 10 15 84 350 236.33 7 ± 5,3 
IVl-T 8 29 7 9 5 50 1.46 I' 
9 25 13 10 2 50 1.34 1 
Acihl-T 8 28 7 10 5 50 1,02 1 
9 28 14 7 1 50 1,39 I 
Y23-T 8 28 7 10 5 50 1.02 1 
9 28 12 7 3 50 0.00 I 
a-' b' c' d' 
U/-Tv 8 51 18 5 26 100 30,72 7r3,5 
9 23 35 13 4 75 6,76 50 ±3 5 
10 148 122 46 34 350 0.10 I 
Adhl-Tx 8 44 29 12 15 100 1,92 1 
9 32 31 4 8 75 0,75 I 
10 135 114 58 43 350 0,56 1 
Y23-Tr 8 46 25 10 19 100 7 68 18 r 6,2 
9 29 30 7 9 75 0,11 I 
10 138 119 56 37 350 1,38 1 
r-Tr 8 25 13 8 4 50 0,00 I 
9 19 17 8 6 50 0,11 I 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
" R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error; 
^ I = independent assortment. 
a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile, ~ T r = translocation breakpoint. 
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Table A5. Segregation data from crosses of three homozygous translocation lines by 
genetic marker type wIwIy23y23St5st5TT, F2 data. 
Classes" No. F2 
Loci pair Experiment a b c d plants 1 X' R±SE%-
WI-Y23 11 215 21 27 52 315 107.72 17 ±5.4 
12 I1I8 78 104 154 1454 447.40 16 ±2 5 
13 657 100 69 148 974 268.74 20 ±3 .1 
WI-T 11 173 63 63 16 315 1.31 
13 579 178 165 52 974 0.02 I 
Wl-StS 12 64 4 8 7 83 17.78 19± 10.5 
Y23-T 11 179 63 57 16 315 0.51 I 
13 553 173 191 57 974 0.07 I 
Y23-St5 12 66 0 6 11 83 49.23 9 ± 10.9 
a^ b' c' d' 
Wl-Tx^ 11 131 105 30 49 315 7.29 1 
12 629 563 115 136 1443 3.84 33 ±3.4 
13 440 317 94 123 974 15.09 26 ±2.8 
Y23-Tr 11 132 110 29 44 315 4.75 26 ± 5 1 
12 691 531 63 158 1443 45.74 18 ± 16 
13 398 328 136 112 974 0.00 1 
T-Tr 11 124 112 37 42 315 0.77 I 
13 404 340 130 100 974 0.23 I 
St5-Tr 12 46 26 _ _ 72 5.56 4 r 6.6 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ I = independent assortment. 
a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile. 
" T r = translocation breakpoint. 
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Table A6. Segregation data from crosses of two homozygous translocation soybean lines by 
genetic marker type wlwIy23y23TT\ F2 data. 
Loci pair Experiment a 
Classes 
b c d 
No. F2 
plants 7 X" R±SE%-
W/-Y23 I 254 24 46 103 427 169.89 16 ±4.7 
-> 
J 580 89 62 158 889 281.60 18 ±3.2 
Wl-T 1 212 66 120 29 427 1.03 
Y23-T I 231 69 101 26 427 0.33 I 
a-^ b' c' d' 
WI-Tf  1 200 78 23 126 427 145.01 7 ± 1.7 
J 363 306 105 115 889 2.83 I 
Y23-Tr 1 195 105 28 99 427 71.67 11 ±2.2 
-> 
J 346 296 122 125 889 1.31 I 
r-Tr 1 173 159 50 45 427 0.00 I 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ I = independent assortment. 
' a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile. 
" T r = translocation breakpoint. 
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Table A7, Segregation data from crosses of genetic marker type wIwYI ly l  ImslmsITTby 
three homozygous translocation soybean lines; F2 data. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair E.xperiment a b c d plants /: R±SE%-
i r i -Msj 16 69 12 10 22 113 21.70 20 ± 9.0 
17 331 51 24 74 480 156.50 18 r 4.4 
18 141 15 36 23 215 25,37 29 r 6.2 
in-T 16 57 24 24 8 113 0.01 1' 
17 298 85 81 16 480 1,51 1 
\ /s l-T 16 58 21 23 11 113 0.72 1 
17 277 78 101 24 480 0.42 I 
r i i - ic i  16 32 12 49 20 113 2.27 1 
17 16 30 2 3 51 2.55 I 
18 56 100 19 40 215 1.17 1 
YIl-Msl 16 32 12 47 22 113 3.34 I 
17 14 29 4 4 51 28.26 1 
18 63 12 114 26 215 6.64 I 
YII-T 16 33 11 48 21 113 2.59 1 
17 14 28 4 5 51 11.48 I 
,c 
a b' c' d' 
ni- jv 16 53 16 4 6 79 7.80 10 ±4.9 
17 197 134 9 15 355 6.16 17 ±3.2 
18 89 52 24 12 177 0,00 1 
.V/.v/-Tr 16 50 29 
-
-
79 5 58 5 r6.4 
17 206 149 
-
-
355 9.15 15 2: 4.0 
18 113 64 
-
-
177 13.57 4 ±4.2 
r-Tr 16 42 19 13 5 79 1.00 1 
17 157 120 49 29 355 0.50 50 ±0.0 
YH-Tr 16 38 19 9 13 79 4.05 1 
17 18 4 11 10 43 0.94 I 
18 27 36 86 28 177 30.29 19 ± 2.8 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
* R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ I = independent assortment. 
' a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile;T r = translocation breakpoint. 
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Table A8. Segregation data from a cross of genetic marker type wlwlmslmsl by the Clark 
T/T homozygous translocation soybean line; F2 data. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair a b c d plants R±SE%^ 
Wl-Msl 1225 165 216 219 1825 295.20 25 ± 2.2 
a'^" b' c' d' 
Wl-Tv 756 469 164 52 1441 0.56 r 
Msl-Tv 920 521 - - 1441 110.48 4± 1.5 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
" R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile. 
Tr = translocation breakpoint. 
' I = independent assortment. 
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Table A9. Segregation data from a cross of genetic marker type wlwldf2df2mslmsl by the 
Clark T/T homozygous translocation soybean line; F2 data. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair a b c d plants R±SE%-
WI-DJ2 765 184 215 133 1297 48.48 37 r 2.4 
Wl-Msl 838 111 209 139 1297 130,60 30 ±2.5 
Msl-Df2 865 115 182 135 1297 146.50 29 r 2.5 
b' c' d' 
Wl-lr 517 321 135 74 1047 0.05 1' 
Msl-lv 652 395 - - 1047 63.08 7- 1,9 
Df2-lv 570 295 82 100 1047 34.46 I9±2.1 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
* R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile. 
Tr = translocation breakpoint. 
" I = independent assortment. 
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Table AlO. Segregation data from a cross of genetic marker type w Iw IdfldflY I ly I Ims Ims I 
by the Clark T/T homozygous tryslocation soybean line; F2 data. 
Classes No. F2 
Loci pair a b c d plants 7 r fl±SE%^ 
Wl-Df2 70 10 39 6 125 0.02 
Wl-Msl 66 14 26 19 125 9.06 34 - 7.8 
Msl-Df2 79 30 13 J 125 0.55 I 
AYY* aYY AYy aYy 
Yll-Wl 23 16 57 29 125 8.86 40 ± 7.4 
Yll~Df2 34 5 75 11 125 10.20 27 ±6.0 
Yll-Msl 31 21 48 25 125 14.95 61 ±7.3 
a" b' c' d' 
Wl-Tr^ 50 16 16 10 92 0.93 I 




Q/2-Tr 55 24 11 2 92 0.06 38 ± 18.4 
YU-Tr 22 9 44 17 92 17.40 31 ±6.6 
Class designations per Allard (1956). 
R ± SE% = recombination value ± standard error. 
^ I = independent assortment. 
' AYY = YllYllDfl-, aYY = YllYIIdpdfl, AYy = YI ly 11 Df2-. aYy = YllYlldf2df2 
' a' = dominant semisterile, b' = dominant fertile, c' = recessive semisterile, d' = recessive 
fertile. 
^ Tr = translocation breakpoint. 
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